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Renovation Proposal for New Liberal Arts Building
by Valerie Ferdon '12
News Editor

Campus News
Changes to the Core Curriculum
at Providence College were approved
at the end of the 2009-2010 academic
year. Since that time, there has been
discussion as to whether or not the
modifications will be possible given
the current facilities at the College.
Charles Haberle, assistant vice
president
of
Academic
Affairs,
explained that since the changes are to
be phased in beginning with the class
of 2016, the facilities already existing
at the College will suffice - but only
temporarily.
"In order to implement the new
curriculum, there is a need for new
facilities
and
classrooms,"
said
Haberle. "The new curriculum is more
seminar-based, and right now, Moore
has a limited number of classrooms
that provide this intimate setting."
In order to start the preliminary
planning for a new facility, Dr. Hugh
Lena, provost and senior vice president
of Academic Affairs, appointed faculty
members and administrators to form
the Humanities Building Program
Committee. Haberle was named
chair of the committee, along with
Dr. Sheila Adamus Liotta, dean of the
School of Arts & Sciences, as well as
representatives from the Department
of History, the Department of English,
and the Department of Theatre, Dance
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The Humanities Building Program Committee recently proposed the building of a new educational facility to house classes in English, Humanities,
History, Development of Western Civilization, and Liberal Arts Honors.

Offices Relocated After Second Floor Flood
by Micaela Cameron '13
News Staff

Buildings and grounds

BILLY NAWROCKI ’12/THE COWL

Upon entering Slavin Center through
the entrance closest to the Concannon
Fitness Center, Kara McCoy '13 first
noticed that the hallway to her left,
which she frequently passes through,
was blocked off.
"I didn't understand what was going
on," said McCoy. "I thought maybe the
offices were undergoing renovations."
After realizing that she would not
be able to cut through, McCoy sought
an alternate route.
"I had to use the door which leads
outside and had to enter through the
door near the information booth,"
said McCoy. "It wasn't that big of an
inconvenience, but it was a cold day and
there was a lot of slush on the ground."
A detour was necessary when a
heating coil unit froze and subsequently

flooded the Office of Career Services
earlier in the week.
Warren
Gray,
assistant
vice
president for Business Services at the
College, spoke of the incident.
"Due to the severe temperature
drop over night between Jan. 23 and
24, a heating coil unit located in the
ceiling above the Office of Career
Services froze," said Gray. "While the
freeze occurred in the early morning
hours of Jan. 24, the flooding didn't
occur until the coils thawed and water
started flowing in to that office around
7:30 on Monday morning."
The leak was discovered by a
Physical Plant building mechanic.
He noticed that the power plant and
water was shut off to that section of the
building. After the discovery, Physical
Plant workers and the cleaning
company began moving furniture,
removing ceiling tiles, and vacuuming
the water.
"The
Information
Technology
Department
was
contacted
and
they dismantled the computers

Office of Career Services was severely effected by the flooding of second floor slavin.
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A Perspective on World Events
It is much too soon to predict the possible repercussions of the
protests and revolts in the Middle East. Political scientists and
economists will undoubtedly spend much time analyzing their
causes and effects. However, at this point, one thing is certain:
we are all extremely fortunate to live in an open, representative
democracy.
These events remind us of the billions of people throughout the
globe who have never been exposed to such freedom. At this very
moment, people are striving to attain the basic democratic rights
and more than that, the basic human rights all human beings which
we enjoy daily.
This is a fortunate reality check. It comes at a time when
Americans are pitted against each other over divisive political
issues. We find ourselves so intensely involved in our democracy
that we forget how lucky we are to enjoy the luxury. The revolts
remind us that our democracy is precious and scarce: we are able to
debate and vote; we are able to write and voice our opinions; we are
able to trade freely in an open market.
Here at The Cowl, we are especially appreciative of our
democracy. We are free to print and reflect the mood of the campus.
We are free to argue in Commentary and express ourselves in
Portfolio. We can investigate campus events in News and bring
current issues to PC with World News. We are proud of our
democracy and we are proud to be its participants.
Before any of us start analyzing the events in the Middle East, we
should feel profoundly fortunate. We live in a democracy. We live
in a government of the people, by the people, for the people. It is
mighty, yet does not oppress. It is large, yet it is local. It is old, yet it
is innovative. Savor it; for, as we are now reminded, there are many
who cannot do the same.
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Aquinas Lounge
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Tues 8
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DWC Workshop,
Moore III
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for Life Kickoff,
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Letter Policy
The Cowl welcomes guest commentaries and letters to the editor from members of the
Providence College community and outside contributors.
All submissions must include the writer's name, signature, a phone number, and an e-mail
address where he or she can be reached. Letters should be no more than 250 words in length and
will be printed as space permits. Guest commentaries should be limited to 700 words in length,
and only one will be published per week. The Cowl reserves the right to edit articles for space
and clarity. Submissions must be delivered, mailed, or faxed to The Cowl office no later than
5:00 p.m. on the Monday before publication.
Mail submissions to The Cowl, 1 Cunningham Square, Providence, R.l. 02918; fax to
401-865-1202; submit online at www.thecowl.com; e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu; or
hand deliver to The Cowl office in Slavin G05.

7:00 p.m.
Valentine's Open
Mic Coffeehouse,
McPhail's

BOP Presents:

The Human
Experience,
McPhail's

8:00 p.m. Yoga,
Concannon
Conference
Room

Accuracy Watch
The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into print to
ensure that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. Ifyou find an error in any article, please
e-mail the Editor-in-Chiefat thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will be printed as necessary.

Advertising
Contact The Cowl with advertising requests and questions at cowlads@providence.edu or, if
necessary, via telephone at 401-865-2214. Visit www.thecowl.info for rates, publication dates,
and other information about advertising with The Cowl.

Subscriptions
Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail is $30 per year. Send payment to The Cowl,
1 Cunningham Square, Providence, R.l. 02918; make checks payable to The Cowl. Student
subscription is included in tuition fee; issues are available around campus on Thursday nights.
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Club Allocations Approved by Congress
Freshman Class Officers Welcomed; Spring Allocations to Clubs & Organizations
by Ryan Post '14
News Staff

Student Congress

Two
new
freshmen
were
introduced
to
the politics of
Providence College on Tuesday, Feb.
1, where they were inaugurated into
the 61st Student Congress during
the weekly meeting.
Joe Dalli '14 and Tim Morris '14
were the victors of special elections
held on Friday, Jan. 28, to fill vacancies
left in the freshman sector of Congress
at the conclusion of the fall semester.
Enough freshmen joined "Rally
for Dalli," as his campaign poster
suggested, to award him the title of
freshman class secretary.
"I decided to run because [Student
Congress] was something I did in
high school and I wanted to continue
being a leader of my grade on the
collegiate level," said Dalli.
Morris also won on Friday, earning
the title of representative to the
freshman class. Also a member of the

semester came around I decided I
would put myself out there a bit more
and get more involved in what makes
our school tick."
With the full cast of Congress
members set, the meeting moved
on to discuss financial allocations
for clubs and organizations at the
College. The Finance Committee,

WE THINK THESE [NUMBERS] FULLY MEET THE
NEEDS OF THE STUDENT BODY
led by Nick Mikula '11, responded
to the requests of the many clubs
on campus.
They were able to allocate
the necessary funds for each
organization's spring semester plans.
The highest sums were awarded to
the clubs that host the largest and
most expensive events on campus:
Commencement was given $85,000,
the Board of Programmers $56,000,
and the Board of Multicultural
Student Affairs $36,000.
"We think these [numbers] fully
meet the needs of the student body,"
said Mikula, who, with the aid of
his financial committee, worked the

I WASN’T REALLY SETTLED YET, BUT WHEN THIS
SEMESTER CAME AROUND I DECIDED TO [RUN]
A&E staff on The Cowl and McDermott
Hall Council, Morris explained why he
decided to run for representative.
"I realized that I missed out on
a good opportunity during the first
election," said McDermott. "I wasn't
really settled yet, but when this

were allocated at the beginning of
the fall semester.
The foremost priority for the
Congress's Treasury was meeting
the needs of individual clubs
rather than creating a surplus.
A majority of the clubs that
asked for more funding were
approved because they had either

budget and attempted to appease
the needs of over 20 clubs that were
applying for additional funds.
"We have about a $25,000
surplus,"
said
Mikula,
who
believes that this is similar to the
surplus remaining after funds

exhausted what was given to them
in the spring or made use of most
of their funding by the end of the
fall semester.
In future meetings, the Congress
will look to discuss passive and active
membership, an issue for which they
want additional input from the general
student population.

Upcoming Events
Sponsored by Congress
Sophomore Ball - Feb. 25

Junior Night - April 16
Freshman Formal - TBD

This Week
In Congress
Legislation
Passed
- Allocations
This piece of legislation
calls for the allotment
of funds for student
clubs and organizations
that were approved
and amended by the
Treasurer of Student
Congress, Nick Mikula,
and members of his
Finance Committee.

Topics to Be
Discussed
- Active and Passive
Members
Congress members will
discuss whether or not
there should be a more
defined role for active
and passive members
of Congress in terms of
having a vote at
future meetings.

Transfer Rates for Unclassmen Surprisingly Low
As of Spring Semester, Class of 2014 Keeps Retention Rate Consistent
by Jordan Frias '11
Asst. News Editor

Campus News
If you have noticed a few
more empty beds this semester
compared to last, do not be alarmed.
Providence College students are
not vacating their rooms to transfer
elsewhere. Instead, more students
are taking advantage of the study
abroad program or are making room
changes to other dorms on campus.
With approximately 130 students
gone for this semester to experience
college in another country, it is no
surprise that some students would
question whether or not the transfer
rates have gone up this semester in
comparison to previous years.
Christopher
Lydon,
dean
of
admission at Providence College, is
pleased with the current freshman
and sophomore retention rates this

year, especially since the class of 2014
outnumbers any other.
The current retention rate for these
two classes is about 91 percent, which
is a bit higher than the basic range
estimated for underclassman retention.
"This level is consistent with
previous years," Lydon said. "It's
typically
encouraging
with
the
economy."
To Lydon's knowledge, the current
freshman class is at 1,103 students
meaning that only 23 students from
the class of 2014 transferred out by the
time spring semester began.
The number of student transfers
that the College accepts every year
has decreased from approximately 65
students to around 48 this academic year.
Lydon says that the Office of Financial
Aid has used up all of its appeals money,
which is at a budget of 49.5 million
dollars to provide for current students
and families that are struggling to keep
up with the cost of tuition. This leaves
transfer students out of the loop.

"We don't prioritize transfer student
aid over current student aid," Lydon
said, which explains why there are
less transfer students this year in
comparison to previous years.
The Office of Finance & Business
and Office of Enrollment Services
work with the Office of Admissions
to predict retention rates of students
per semester. According to Lydon,
the model that they use to calculate
these predictions has been used for
about seven to eight years now and is
highly accurate. At this current time,
Providence College has a total of 20
students more than was expected by
these predictions, 10 of which are
living in residence halls on campus.
According to Lydon, Providence
College prides itself on its retention
rate which is at the top 10 percent in
the nation. Lydon credits the nature of
the Providence College community for
this success.
Emily Ghiorse, interim dean of
Residence Life, has been pleased with

Retention and Gradnation Rates

The Office of Business & Finance, Office of Enrollment Services, and Office of Admission have been monitoring the retention rates of
underclassmen.

the minimal amount of room changes
that have occurred with the freshman
class, since it is comprised of 100
students more than average. She has
noticed that there are unique instances
this year where some apartments and
suites have lost a significant amount of
students due to Res Life's new housing
policy in terms of studying abroad for
a semester.
The new housing policy allows
students to choose from three options
if they wish to reside on campus before
or after they begin their semester
abroad. Co-signing to switch off with
someone who is going abroad during
an opposite semester, or being assigned
a room at the discretion of Res Life are
the least popular options. This leaves
the overcrowding option is the most
popular choice for those who choose to
go abroad.
Ghiores says that the Office of
Residence Life only requires students
to overcrowd by one in order for
multiple students from that apartment
or suite to study abroad. This instance
has occurred in four-man apartments
like Bedford and Davis, where four
out of five roommates are gone for a
semester, leaving one student in the
apartment by his or herself. In these
instances transfer students or those
looking for a room change have been
able to move into such spots, which
explains the appearance of students
leaving the college permanently rather
than for a semester.
Ghiorse is pleased with these
extra beds left vacant for transfers or
students looking for room changes,
which works out for both Res Life and
students wishing to live on campus
before or after studying abroad.
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FLOOD: Offices Return to Normal PLAN: Proposal Awaiting Approval
Continued from front page
and phone systems and relocated
the affected offices into temporary
space elsewhere in Slavin Center,"
said Gray. "A remediation company
that specializes in cleaning up areas
affected by water was called in to
assess the damage and begin the
process of drying out all the affected
areas, along with assuring there will
be no mold issues."
Damage from the flood spread
through the second floor of Slavin
Center, affecting the Office of Career
Services, the Information Desk, the
conference room, and the SAIL Office.

except for the SAIL Office, which is
located in Room 117.
"The College is assessing the
extent of the damage and amount
of necessary repairs," said Gray.
"Based
on
that
assessment,
decisions will be made regarding
what repairs need to be done
and
the
timeline
for
those
repairs. Work has already begun
to repair the broken coil unit and
replace the insulation around the
duct work. Ceiling tiles will be
replaced as well. Depending on
the availability of materials, the
College hopes to have as many of
the offices as possible returned to

THE COLLEGE IS ASSESSING THE EXTENT OF THE
DAMAGE AND AMOUNT OF NECESSARY REPAIRS

BILLY NAWROCKI ’12 / THE COWL

Continued from front page
& Film.
The committee visited many other
institutions, such as Bryant University,
Roger Williams University, George
Mason University, and Brandeis
University, looking at the qualities of
their educational facilities that serve a
similar purpose for what is needed at
the College.
After these site visits and
discussion
with
representatives
from different departments, the

Harkins Hall."
While there is no time-frame or
confirmation as to the specifics of this
project, Haberle explains that it is
regarded as an important aspect of the
College's future.
"It is our understanding that the
implementation of the new core
curriculum is the President's highest
priority at this time," said Haberle.
Haberle explained that now that
the proposal has been submitted
to Rapoza, the next stage of the
process is working with architects for

WE ENVISION THIS BUILDING HAVING OFFICES,
CLASSROOMS, LOUNGES, AND STUDY SPACES, u
committee submitted a set
of
recommendations to Mark Rapoza,
assistant vice president of Facilities
Planning "with the understanding
that at some point there will be
further discussion with faculty and
students," said Haberle.
The proposal included plans for a
building in which classes in English,
History, the Development of Western
Civilization, and Liberal Arts Honors
would take place.
"We
envision
this building
having
offices,
classrooms,
lounges and study spaces," said
Haberle. "We also suggested that
it be constructed as an atrium-type
building. This building will be here
for a long time, and will represent
PC as an academic institution as
well as represent the liberal arts as
the central component of student
academic life."
The location of this new building
was also a topic of discussion.
"The area between the library
and Hickey Hall is the location
being considered," said Haberle.
"It has been highlighted due to
many advantages, such as the close
proximity to the library and to

recommendations and the creation of
preliminary drawings.
"When they come back with
drawings and additional information,
then the committee will talk about the
specifics," said Haberle.

Stay Tuned...
The plan for
renovations is vague
at this point in time,
but The Cowl will be
publishing updates on
the progress made by
the committee.

Students were forced to take a detour when a heating coil unit froze and burst, flooding the sec
ond floor of the Slavin Center.

The water leaked through the floor,
damaging the hallway outside, as well
as the interior of McPhail's.
"The McPhail's ceiling, floors,
and stage were affected by water
leaking through the ceiling from
the offices and hallways above,"
said Gray. "The front of the stage
was removed so that the space
underneath the stage could be
dried out and to prevent any
possibility of mold. There was
some minor damage done to
sections of the ceilings and walls,
but the areas were cleaned and
functioning by Monday afternoon.
Some additional work will be
performed to make repairs to the
stage area. We do not expect this
work to affect the operation of the
facility," said Gray.
The affected offices were temporarily
displaced but are now back to normal,

their original locations as early as
the start of next week."
"I hope it is dealt with soon,"
said McCoy. "I don't mind having to
use the other door to travel through
Slavin, but I hope that those who
work in the offices can resume their
normal schedules."
"Everyone
affected
in
the
Department of Student Affairs worked
hard to remain flexible and responsive
to getting their office and functions
back in full operation as quickly as
possible," said Gray. "As with any
unexpected interruption in services,
everyone needs to pull together to
get things back to normal as soon
as possible. In this situation I think
everyone worked hard to get things
done and with the minimal amount
of disruption to the operations of the
Slavin Center."

Spend a month in China
AND EARN 3 CREDITS!
A 2-week course, plus a 2-week tour
Beijing, Tibet, Guilin, Yangshuo, Shanghai
Contact the Center for International Studies, Harkins 336
ore-mailDEAN@PROVIDENCE.EDU
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A Regional Revolution: Egyptian
Protestors Take to the Streets
by Molly Driessen '12
World Staff

Egypt

Following mass protests in Tunisia,
over two million predominately
peaceful protestors have swarmed
Tahrir Square in Cairo since Tuesday,
Jan. 25. The following week has
captured
international
attention
as looting, rape, chaos, and lack
of security envelope Cairo and
the surrounding area. By Friday,
the
protesters
are
demanding
the abdication of the 82-year-old
President Hosni Mubarak, who has
maintained authoritarian rule for
over 30 years. After recent advice
from President Obama, the Egyptian
president will reportedly not run for
re-election. Egyptians have taken
to the streets to protest decades of
poverty, unemployment, corruption,
autocracy, and instability. These
protests are the first large-scale
revolts since the 1970s. Over the past
few days, the death toll has risen to
over 100.
The American, Swiss, Turkish, and
Dutch embassies are fervently urging
their citizens to leave the country.
Arab nations, like Iraq, have been
sending in jets to return citizens to
their homes. Some Egyptians, like
Mohammed Kahlaed, a 28-year-old
doctor, wish they could do the same
thing. According to the Huffington
Post, he said, "If I had a visa to
anywhere, I'd join them. But that's not
going to happen. Right now, I'd settle
for a gun, but I can't even find one of
those." Amidst the urges to leave, the
airports have had numerous delays
due to a shortage of crews and planes.
The airport has become more of a
refugee camp than a place of travel.
As the Egyptian government has cut
off i mportant forms of communication,
like cellular and Internet networks,
protestors and journalists have had
to depend on alternative methods
of communication. The Egyptian
Information Ministry banned Al
Jazeera,
a
Qatar-based
satellite
channel. According to the Huffington
Post, in a response, the company
stated, "In this time of deep turmoil
and unrest in Egyptian society, it is
imperative that voices from all sides
be heard; the closing of our bureau

Courtesy of PRESSNEZA.COM

Over two million protestors have gathered in the streets of Cairo. They are demanding that
President Hosni Mubarak, now in office for over 30 years, abdicate immediately.

by the Egyptian government is aimed
at censoring and silencing the voices
of the Egyptian people." While the
company said it would try to continue
to report throughout Egypt, already six
of its journalists were arrested and then
released by the military. Alternative
means have been found through
Morse Code, Wikileaks cables, and two
networks called, "Telecomix" and "We
Re-Build." According to The Guardian,
Human Rights Watch ambassador Joe
Stork stated, "These efforts to block the
free flow of information show that, as
in Tunisia, the Egyptian authorities are
trying to prevent details of the violent
crackdown on peaceful protests from
reaching the public. But the Egyptian
government should be listening to what
the protestors are saying, not stifling
the expression of their grievances."
The Muslim Brotherhood, a fierce
opposition
organization
that
is
banned from Egypt, has supported the
protests, as well as Nobel laureate and
opposition leader Mohamed ElBaradei.
ElBaradei recently appeared in Tahrir
Square to speak to the thousands
remaining in the area. According to
the New York Times, he said, "We are

beginning a new era in Egypt. What
we have begun cannot be reversed.
We have a key demand: for Mubarak
to step down and start a new era." If
the Muslim Brotherhood overtook
the current government, the country
would switch from a secular nation
to a religiously influenced one. A new
and non-secular government would
affect U.S. relationships with Egypt
and the rest of the Middle East.
In response to the lack of security
and the disappearance of the police,
neighborhoods have been establishing
local militia groups to protect
themselves. When protests began, the
army came in and the police dispersed.
According to UNICEF Goodwill
ambassador in the Middle East and
North Africa, Mahmoud Kabil, "[t]
he army started taking over and then
the police disappeared. We know
very well that the army isn't trained
to work on cities or to police cities
and we had a sort of vacuum and the
police are non-existent." The army has
responded to the over 250,000 protests
in Cairo with water cannons, beatings,
and shootings. The police have already
arrested at least 470 people throughout

Cairo on charges of looting, arson,
and public destruction, along with
at least 60 cases of rape. Prisoners
have escaped from four local prisons,
including at least 700 inmates from a
prison just south of Cairo. Immense
damage has been done to government
and public buildings, banks, homes,
and the Egyptian Museum, which
houses the world's greatest collection
of Pharaonic artifacts. The looting
and prison escapes have continued
amidst a curfew enforced between 4
p.m. and 8 p.m. As a result, hospitals
are overcrowded due to increased
numbers of injuries, deaths, and rapes.
Prior to Tuesday, U.S. public
officials have responded to the protests
with caution, as the U.S. supports a
transition to democracy but still needs
to maintain a close relationship with
long-time ally, President Mubarak.
Currently, the U.S. will not be cutting
the $1.5 billion in annual foreign aid
to armed forces, regional security,
and stability.
The U.S.-Egyptian
relationship affects U.S. efforts to
establish peace in the Middle East.
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
Clinton refused to directly speculate
on President Mubarak, but according
to CNN, stated, "What we don't want
are radical ideologies to take control of
a very large and important country in
the Middle East." The consequences of
the protests have sent rippling effects
into the Middle East and North Africa,
as Middle East and Dubai stocks have
dropped more than four percent.
Egypt's own economy is suffering
because five to six percent of their GDP
depends on tourism. With foreigners
rushing to leave the country, the
Egyptian
economy
is
spiraling
downward and closely affecting its
neighbors. According to the New York
Times, one citizen said, "They are
letting Egypt burn to the ground."
Amidst the slowing economy, crime,
and chaos, Egyptians are finding ways
to celebrate and remain hopeful. With
the swelling crowds in Tahrir Square,
vendors have set up shop and are selling
food and items of political propaganda
at discount prices. In keeping with the
hope among chaos, Egyptian Selma
Al-Tarzi said to the New York Times,
"We're worried about the chaos, sure,
but everyone is aware the chaos is
generated by the government. The
revolution is not generating the chaos."

Why Does PC Have an Honors Program?
By: Arman Oganisian T 3, World Editor

Why do colleges have honors programs? It is a thought which seldom comes to mind. We simply
accept that some students' excellence in schoolwork merits admission into special, more rigorous
courses of study. This theory may well be true. Inquiries may arise as to why the school refuses to grant
access to these courses to all students. In this way, it could boast high overall quality.
In an ideal world, this would work. Everyone would be eligible for honors courses. Students could
receive above-average education. But the world is not ideal and resources are scarce. Consider the
costs of having smaller class sizes. The school would have to hire more professors to compensate for
a lower teacher-student ratio. This is a huge cost. Decreasing the size of all classes would create a cost
which will be passed down to students in the form of higher tuitions. Thus, since funds are scarce,
smaller and more intense courses are also limited. Therefore, colleges want to ensure that their best and
brightest gain access to it. Again, we run into an economic fact: scarcity creates competition.
To recap, colleges have honors programs because they want to boost their quality of education.
However, since quality is costly, it is limited. Realizing scarcity, the college wants to maximize return on
this limited asset. This competition ensures that the best prepared students (as measured by SAT scores
and GPAs) get the best education.
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Chile Investigates the Death of
Salvador Allende
by Lynnzie Marinaccio '13
World Staff

Chile
Nearly 40 years after the death of
Salvador Allende, a Chilean judge has
announced that authorities will finally
investigate the death of the former
president. Judge Mario Carroza will be
in charge of the investigation, which
is one of the many studies requested
by Judge Sergio Munoz. Munoz is
the coordinator of all human rights
inquiries and he has previously asked
a prosecutor to calculate the number
of cases that the court system has not
yet looked into. Authorities compiled
a list of 726 human rights violations
in which neither the victims nor their
family members ever filed a lawsuit.
Salvador Allende was a socialist
who was democratically elected as
president of Chile in 1970. Allende
died on Sept. 11, 1973 when a
coup took place, bringing General
Augusto Pinochet to power. The
military attacked La Moneda, Chile's
presidential palace, with soldiers and
airplanes. After hours of shootings and
bombings, Allende was found dead
inside La Moneda and his death was
ruled a suicide. Doctors concluded
that he had shot himself and had
died from a gunshot wound found
in his mouth. The rifle that was said
to have been used for this supposed
suicide was actually a gift that had
been given to the former president
by Fidel Castro. Although his family
never openly questioned his death,
many of Allende's supporters believe
that he was in fact killed by military

COURTESY OF MATAR HUMANOS

Salvador Allende was the democratically elected president of Chile before he was overthrown by
Augusto Pinochet in a coup launched in 1973.

troops or snipers. Luis Ravanal,
a medical examiner, analyzed the
original autopsy report filed in 2008.
He claimed that Allende had been
shot by two different weapons.
Allende's presidency and death
have been extremely emotional and
controversial events in Chile's history.
During his time in power, Allende
enacted a strong form of socialism,
nationalizing many of the country's
industries and farms. He strengthened
the middle and working classes by
greatly increasing production and
employment, and, because of these

advances, he gathered many strong
supporters. However, considering
that Allende was Latin America's
first democratically elected Marxist
president, he naturally had many
strong opponents as well. Allende was
generally not favored by the nation's
wealthier classes. By empowering
the middle and working classes, he
weakened the influence of the elite.
The United States vehemently did not
support the election of Allende and
in 1970, a CIA-directed military coup
under President Nixon attempted to
prevent his inauguration. The military

coup that eventually ended Allende's
rule and brought Pinochet to power
was also supported by the United
States.
With the death of Allende and
the rise of Pinochet, Chile faced
a brutal military dictatorship for
17 years, finally ending in 1990.
Pinochet imposed a ruthless rule
and committed countless atrocities
that terrorized the Chilean people.
During his time as dictator, over 3,000
political opponents were either killed
or disappeared, because the slightest
sign of dissent or opposition was seen
as a threat to the military. Thousands
more were kidnapped, imprisoned,
and tortured in shocking and
sadistic ways.
In September 2009, the Chilean
court system issued over 120 arrest
warrants for former soldiers and agents
from Pinochet's regime. All of these
arrest warrants were for human rights
violations and even included former
soldiers and police officers who were
part of Pinochet's infamous DINA,
the intelligence service that caused
many of the disappearances and other
atrocities. Fifty-one of these arrest
warrants were for people involved in
what came to be known as Operation
Colombo, which was responsible for
hiding many of the human rights
abuses of the dictatorship. The
warrants also included several people
involved in Operation Condor, which
consisted of a system of secret police
organizations that targeted various
political opponents during Pinochet's
rule. General Pinochet himself died in
2006 while he was being investigated
for corruption, murder, and torture.

"The State of Our Union is Strong"
by Adam Staropoli '14
World Staff

United States
On Jan. 25, to a joint session of
Congress, President Obama gave his
second State of the Union Address of
his term as President of the United
States. In the address, and generally
characteristic of all State of the Union
Addresses, the president laid out his
legislative agenda to Congress for the
upcoming year, an area many experts
see as difficult for the president to guide
with the new Republican majority in
the House of Representatives and the
reduced Democratic majority in the
Senate. Still, in a speech which many
expected to be focused primarily on
the current state of the U.S. economy
(the term "It's the economy, stupid!"
rings a bell for many critics of the
president's handling of the economy),
the president laid out a multi-point
plan for his legislative vision of 2011.
Innovation was the first point
brought up by Obama in his speech,
with a strong tone calling for investment
in American homegrown industries. In
fact, he issued a challenge to American
scientists and engineers to invent new
clean energy technologies that will
lead the world. On a rather ambitious
note, the president called for plans for
80 percent of America's electricity to
come from clean energy sources by
2035. Obama also called for a newly
energized effort to invest in rebuilding
and refining the infrastructure of
the country in the hopes of allowing
American businesses to expand and
to compete with the Chinese, whose
recent investments in infrastructure
have allowed for positive growth

within their economy.
Education, another chief point
of interest for the president's 2011
legislative agenda, took a major role in
the address. As the president said in
the address:
"Maintaining our leadership in
research and technology is crucial to
America's success. But if we want to
win the future - if we want innovation
to produce jobs in America and not
overseas - then we also have to win
the race to educate our kids."
The president referenced the "Reach
to the Top" campaign in which each of
the 50 states were put to the challenge
of having standardized testing reach
a federal standard for federal funding
of education, but urged Congress to
address the issue of education. He
specifically expressed his desire for
Congress to replace the "No Child
Left Behind" policy, a policy which
many critics of the previous Bush
administration say does not work, and
improving college preparation in this
country. In fact, in a poll referenced by
the president in his speech, he said that
out of all the countries in the world
with students graduating from college,
the United States actually falls fifth
behind a list of countries including
Canada and South Korea.
The president further discussed
education in context of the debate over
immigration in this country:
"Today, there are hundreds of
thousands of students excelling in
our schools who are not American
citizens. Some are the children of
undocumented workers, who had
nothing to do with the actions of their
parents. They grow up as Americans
and pledge allegiance to our flag, and
yet live every day with the threat of

deportation. Others come here from
abroad to study in our colleges and
universities. But as soon as they obtain
advanced degrees, we send them back
home to compete against us. It makes
no sense."
Indeed, this was a reference to the
DREAM Act, a piece of legislation
stopped in the Senate in the lame
duck session of Congress, which
would have allowed those children
of undocumented persons in the U.S.
to begin the process of citizenship
through the acquiring of a higher
education degree in American colleges
and universities.
Rather ironically, the president
discussed the state of the economy near
the end of his speech. The president
made clear that now is the time to
make the hard choices to reduce our
deficits (though without sacrificing the
investments that are needed to win the
future) and that doing so will require
bipartisan action in both houses of
Congress. Fortunately, the president
made a specific reference for deficit
reduction. As he said:
"I am proposing that starting
this year we freeze annual domestic
spending for the next five years. This
would reduce our deficit by more than
$400 billion over the next decade."
Still, critics following the speech
would note their annoyance with the
fact that the proposed spending cuts
exclude necessary funding for national
security, Medicare, Medicaid and
Social Security.
While the State of the Union Address
has shown to be overwhelmingly
approved of by the American populace
(a CBS News poll reported that 91
percent of those that watched the
speech approved of the president's

COURTESY OF THE DAILY CALLER

In his second State of the Union address,
Obama outlined his future legislative plans.

plan), there are questions with
exactly how productive the president
will be with his new legislative
agenda. Speaker of the House John
Boehner was noticeably stone-faced
throughout the speech, even during
the mention of spending cuts. The
official Republican response to the
speech by House Representative Paul
Ryan also expressed disdain for the
president's proposed plans. Still the
president concluded his speech with
an optimistic tone:
"The idea of America endures.
Our destiny remains our choice. And
tonight, more than two centuries later,
it is because our people that our future
is hopeful, our journey goes forward,
and the state of our union is strong."
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This Week in History
By Katie Davenport 14, World Staff
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Jan. 28,1916 - President Woodrow Wilson nominates Louis Brandeis to the
Supreme Court. After a controversial confirmation, Brandeis becomes the first
Jewish judge to be part of the court.

Jan. 29, 1843 - In Niles, Ohio, future President William McKinley is born.
Jan. 30,1948 - In New Delhi, India, Hindu extremist Nathuram Godse

assassinates the spiritual and political leader of the Indian independence

movement, Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi.
Jan. 31, 1865 - The House of Representatives passes the 13th Amendment to the

Constitution, abolishing slavery within the United States.
Feb. 1, 1884 - The first section of the Oxford English Dictionary is published.
Feb. 2,1848 - The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo is signed, officially ending the
Mexican-American War.

Feb. 3,1924 - In Washington D.C., former President Woodrow Wilson dies at
age 67.

Suicide Bombing in
Moscow Airport
by Kevin Cassidy '11
World Staff

Russia
Last week, a bombing occurred
at Moscow's Domodedovo airport,
killing 35 and injuring over 180
people according to BBC news on Jan.
24. A suicide bomber was the culprit
of the attack in the arrival wing of
the airport, which is about 25 miles
from the center of the city. All flights
into Domodedovo were suspended
immediately following the blast, with
incoming flights sent to Moscow's
Sheremeevo aiport.
The attack occurred in a location of
the airport where visitors who might
not be passengers have access. The
bomber shouted his name, age, and
birthplace before yelling "I'll kill you
all!" according to eyewitnesses. The
attack was aimed at foreign citizens in
the international arrival hall.
Mark Green said he was "walking
through the exit of the arrivals hall
towards the car, and there was this
almighty explosion, a huge bang...my
colleague and I looked at each other
and said 'Christ that sounds like a car
bomb or something,' because the noise
was, literally, it shook you," according
to BBC News. Many of the civilians
injured and killed were taxi drivers
who were waiting for customers.
Speculation indicated the attack was
planngd by militant groups fighting
in th^Caucasus. Up to 10 suspects
are being questioned in the attack by
Russian authorities. Investigators are
looking into a group called the Nogai
Brigade that observes a strict Wahhabi
form of Islam. Reports indicate that the
group sided with Chechen separatist
groups in the early part of the last
decade in the Stavropol region.
The attack has shocked the nation,
especially after photos were released
from the Russian government of one
suspected terrorist who planned the
attack. His name is Vitaly Razdobudko,

and he is a Russian who is part of
radical Islam within Russia.
He
looks like millions of Russian
brothers, sons, or husbands and
seems to have become disenchanted
at a young age. He was questioned
by authorities last summer when a
car bomb exploded near his home,
but was later released because of a
lack of evidence.
Russians are worried about
their future security because the
news indicates the bombings are
occurring from Muslim populations
living outside of the country's North
Caucasus region. Authorities cannot
ignore the growing number of
radical Islamic people within Russia
who are unafraid to carry out deadly
attacks. Russia curently holds the
largest population of Muslims in
Europe, nearing 23 million.
Civilians are frustrated with the
Russian government for refusing
to release details of the attacks. A
prominent opponent, Liya Yashin,
wrote on his blog on Thursday that
"the authorities create grounds
for the increase in conspiracy
theorists with their opaque nature
and unwillingness to answer all
the questions that lead to a rise in
distrust among the general public"
according to the Associated Press
on Jan. 27.
Since
the
attacks,
President
Medvedev fired a top transport
police official, several lower-ranking
transport police, head of air transport
security for the western Russian
region that includes Moscow and
a high-ranking Russian transport
official. According to the Associated
Press,
Medvedev
released
a
statement late last week that said,
"Those who committed this heinous
act...expected that the terrorist act
would bring Russia to its knees...
but they miscalculated. The attack
only strengthens our resolve to
find an effective protection against
international terror."

Social Unrest as
Protests Rage
by Laura O'Neill '13
World Staff

Yemen
Following the example of anti
government protests in Tunisia and
Egypt, thousands of Yemenis are taking
to the streets to demand the removal
of President Ali Abdallah Saleh. Saleh,
who has ruled the country for the last
30 years, has increasingly come under
fire from citizens angered by the
country's stagnant economic growth.
As one of the most impoverished
nations in the Middle East, Yemen
struggles with a high unemployment
rate of 35 percent, according to CIA
World Factbook, as well as water
and oil shortages due to competition
from neighboring Saudi Arabia. In a
country where 45.2 percent of citizens
live below the poverty line, nearly half
of the 23 million-strong population
lives on only $2 per day.
Resistance to President Saleh's
government had been brewing for
many months prior to the movements
in Tunisia and Egypt where citizens
are demanding similar changes
in leadership. In the capital city of
Sana, youth activists gathered an
estimated 10,000 protesters at the Sana
University campus while resistance
groups
organized
around
6,000
participants elsewhere. All those
involved sported pink banners, a color
used by the movement as a unifying
symbol for change through peaceful
demonstration. The use of colorful
symbols as a common rallying point is
common among many protests across
the Middle East. Opposition figures
indicate that red will be the final color,
though The New York Times reports that
activists are currently unsure what
actions will correspond with the move.
In addition to the inspiration
provided by neighboring countries
seeking reform, the young people of
Yemen are providing the majority
of the spark behind the protests.
In a country where fewer than half
of 2010 college graduates found
employment, students are demanding

greater assistance and equality of
opportunity. In an attempt to calm
public outrage, President Saleh
proposed constitutional amendments
that detail processes for limiting
presidential term limits to two terms
of five or seven years. Accotding
to Haaretz Newspaper, an Israeli
publication, Saleh also announced
that he will raise the salary of all
civil servants and military personnel
by at least 47 dollars a month and
increase the scope of the Social
Security Network to an additional
500,000 families in need of assistance.
But the promises come "too little
too late" for many of President
Saleh's constituents who feel that
three decades of rule provided their
leader with enough opportunities to
implement such measures already.
As one protestor shouted to Haaretz
journalists from the crowd, "...
enough playing around, enough
corruption, look at the gap between
poverty and wealth." Some citizens
in the South of Yemen are even
threatening secession.
The unrest in Yemen places
the United States in a particularly
precarious situation. In the campaign
against terrorism, President Saleh
has served as a key ally of the United
States in the fight against Al Qaeda
operatives. In a meeting with U.S.
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
Clinton earlier this month, the two
discussed brewing instability and
the role of the United States in case
of outright rebellion. U.S. Defense
officials are staying silent on the
issue, also refusing to, condemn or
support similar riots in Egypt where
long-time President Mubarak is also
an ally.
"I fear Yemen is going to be
ripped apart," said Mohammed Naji
Allaw, coordinator of the National
Organization for Defending Rights
and Freedom said in a statement for
The New York Times. "The situation in
Yemen is a lot more dangerous than
in any other Arab country."
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Bull Sharks Swim in Flooded Streets
by Becca Larrivee '13
World News

the ecosystem as a result of rising
waters.
With over five billion dollars'
worth of damage done to the
Queensland region, much debate
has arisen regarding how to pay.
Recently, Prime Minister Gillard
announced a tax plan that "would
charge an extra 0.5 percent on those
earning A$50,000-A$100,000 and
1 percent more on those earning
more than A$100,000," according
to the BBC. Those affected by the
floods, however, would not face an
increase in taxes. Gillard cites that
the increase of taxes will result in
$1.8 billion worth of revenue for the
country and would help lessen the
blow of the repair and relocation
costs. The proposed tax would only
last one year, with the hopes that
the remaining costs will be covered
by donations and a better economy.
Gillard also has been forced to
eliminate
other
non-essential
government expenditures from the
budget, such as environmentally
friendly financial incentives.
Luckily for Aussie residents,
widespread coverage of the flood
has resulted in tremendous acts of
philanthropy from citizens around
the world. Oprah is just one celebrity
that has pledged to donate personal
funds as well as set up a foundation
to help victims of the flooding.
Donations are also being collected by
the local Queensland government.
If you would like to donate to the
victims of these massive floods,
please visit http://www.qld.gov.au/
floods/donate.html.

Australia
Ever had so much precipitation
that you did not know what to do with
it? Despite the gripes and groans of
citizens throughout the Tri-State and
New England regions who may claim
that their exposure to precipitation
is more than documented, the fact
is that the amount of precipitation
that they have received is meager
compared to Australia. Residents
of
Queensland,
Australia
saw
floodwaters rise to a high of over 14
feet, wiping out towns, roads, and
mines throughout the region. These
rampant floodwaters are blamed for
at least 30 deaths and a loss of over
$1.8 billion worth of coal exports.
According to BBC, Prime Minister
Julia Gillard estimates that the cost
of cleanup will reach approximately
$5.6 billion.
Scientists blame La Nina for the
massive amounts of rainfall in the
Philippines and Australia region.
La Nina is a part of a global weather
phenomena called El Nino Southern
Oscillation. "La Nina occurs when
surface temperatures are cooler than
normal in the eastern Pacific and
warmer than normal in the western
Pacific. Cold water rises up from
the ocean's depths and collects off
the west coast of South America."
The cold water rises and is then
pushed toward the Eastern Coast
of Australia attracted by the warm
temperatures of the region resulting
in tremendously heavy and constant

COURTESY OF NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

The flooding in Australia reached new heights. In some areas, flood waters peaked at 26 feet. This
allowed bull sharks from local rivers to swim through the streets of various towns.

rainfall. The rainfall is then absorbed
by the ground and eventually makes
its way to the various water systems
throughout the region, saturating
the ground and raising the rivers
far over their banks. This results
in extremely powerful floods that
sweep away the livelihoods of
thousands within minutes.
One region in particular had to
deal with a unique situation that arose
as a result of the rains. A traveling
lake of water that was 55 miles long
and created by the rains threatened
the Australian state of Victoria as
well as the world-renowned Great
Barrier Reef. Scientists have begun to
monitor the reef for signs of damage
since the coral is particularly sensitive

to high sediment contents in water
as well as the presence of pesticides
and other chemicals released during
flood destruction. Other unwelcome
additives have made their presence
known to residents. Due to the
high flood waters (in some areas
over 26 feet at peak), bull sharks
have migrated from the local rivers
and have been swimming through
the streets of towns, according
to Discovery.com. This species of
shark is particularly dangerous
and known for unprovoked attacks.
Sharks complicate a dangerous
rescue and recovery mission that
had already been deemed risky
due to the release of crocodiles,
poisonous snakes, and spiders into

Across:
4 This man is the current president of Yemen.
5 First Jewish judge to serve on the Supreme Court.
7 This man took over Chile in the coup of 1973.

8 The current president of Egypt.
Down:
1 This man was president of Chile from 1970 to 1973.
2 A recent suicide bombing occurred in this Russian
city.
3 Riots are breaking out in this Middle Eastern country.
6 Intense flooding occurred in this English-speaking
nation.
by Arman Oganisian '13, World Editor
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L3: Lifelong Leadership and the Office of Career Services present:

“Your Fork is Not a Shovel”

ETIQUETTE DINNER
THURSDAY, FEB. 10*
5:30pm, ‘64 HALL
Pre-registration required sign up in the SAIL Office today!
Free event for undergraduates;
$10 deposit required at registration
will be returned to attendees

$10 fee for graduate students

McPhail’s
McPhail's Hours:
Sun - Thurs 2pm -12am
Fri- Sat 2pm-lam

McPhail's Bar Hours:
Friday 4:30pm-lam
Saturday 8pm -lam
Monday 8pm-12pm

McPhail’s
Daily Menu
(401) 865-1120
McPhail's IM: McPhailsO2

FEBRUARY MELTDOWN
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Snooki Proving the Mayans Right
If 2012 Will Be the End, A Few Pop Culture Celebs Might Be To Blame
by Kerry Vaughan '12
Commentary Staff

SOCIETY
Long before Al Gore invented
the Internet or filmed his Academy
Award winning documentary An
Inconvenient
Truth,
the
Mayans
prophesized the end of the world.
What's strange is that no one among
the Mayans needed to lose a crucial
presidential
election
or
make
an excessively long PowerPoint
predicting the demise of man via
the theory of global warming to do
it. The ancient civilization simply
stopped writing their calendar. 2012,
no thanks to Al Gore, has very much
become the next Y2K, prompting
many to believe that the apocalypse
is in the near future, or what little
we have left of it, anyway. What
does this mean? Well, for starters,
freshmen and sophomores who will
still be at PC, I'd venture to say that
the apocalypse might cancel a few
of your finals (depending on the
professor). And for all of my fellow
2012ers—less time in the real world
means less pressure to find a job!
I turn this most grave subject into
a laughing matter because I find
it highly unlikely that a prophecy
made by a civilization that effectively
disappeared from the face of the
earth is about to come true. Though
I certainly won't deny that the
direction today's world is headed
in seems to hint that it could be on
its way out. But even so, I'm going
to stick by R.E.M. when I say that

perhaps the end of the world is not
directly upon us, but rather just "the
end of the world as we know it."
There is, of course, the possibility
that the Mayans had some divine
foreknowledge concerning the fate
of 21st century American politics,
particularly with respect to the
upcoming 2012 election. I would
guess that if the Mayans had some
clairvoyants on their calendar
making staff, Sarah Palin's picture
may have been etched above the
month of December for the year 2012.
Whether or not the former
governor
of Alaska
and mother of the
second runner-up
on Dancing with
the Stars will
actually
run
for president
is
not
yet
certain.
But
the
very I
possibility of
it does seem
to bestow some
credibility upon
the Mayans' claim.
I for one think I
would rather succumb
to the sky
axiu/vx a
zombie attack than witness Palin
become the 45th president of the
United States. And if there should
come a day that Russia can be seen
from the White House, we may be in
big trouble.
Grenades are falling from the
sky! Snooki has been published! If
politics don't have you questioning
the stability of our society, perhaps

the fact that Nicole "Snooki" Polizzi
has come out with a book will. That's
right, look out, Jane Austen. It seems
the Jersey Shore star (along with a
team of highly trained editors who
actually know how to read and write)
has unleashed a literary monster.
I haven't had the chance to read A
Shore Thing (I'm not sure I want to),
but I doubt that it leaves its reader
with a take-home message centered
upon anything substantial. Things
like this force you to wonder what
the world values today. Perhaps the
answer is ignorance.
Lucky for us, the year
1984 did not bring
about the thought
police, and no
one has started
speaking
Newspeak
(we're
pretty
close).
But
George
Orwell's
idea
of Big Brother
did eventually
about,
come
Though,
let
it
be known that Big
Brother isn't watching
us,
we're
watching
him.
Mindless television shows like Big
Brother, The Bachelor, and Skating with
the Stars lead me to believe that the
apocalypse may come about by way
of millions of DVRs spontaneously
combusting. The fact that television
has become a stage for stupidity
undoubtedly marks a decline in our
"sophisticated" society.
What exactly the future holds is

uncertain, but it's safe to say that the
world is changing, and whether or
not these changes are for the better
is for you to decide. I sincerely
hope that Sarah Palin decides to go
on Skating with the Stars in lieu of
running for office. And if there ever
comes a time when A Shore Thing is
studied in DWC, well then, it's the
end of the world as we know it, and
I don't feel fine.
Photo courtesy of theabysmal.wordpress.com
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Liberal Arts Fulfilling, But Not Exactly Practical
by Michael Wahl '12
Guest Commentary

EDUCATION

Last week, Providence College's
Facebook page advertised that, for
the next several Wednesdays, it will
be premiering videos from its new
series Learn, Participate, Serve, which
focuses on different aspects of life at
Providence College. The first video to
be released was entitled Why Liberal
Arts? and featured different students
talking about their experiences of the
liberal arts curriculum at the college
and why they have found it beneficial.
While all the students featured in
the video were very well spoken and
offered sincere accounts of the value of
the liberal arts in their own educations,
I found one of the video's more
consistent themes a bit troubling. The
video seems to imply that a liberal arts
curriculum is meant only to supply
skills which are useful for increasing
one's marketability for a potential
career. While it is certainly true that
the liberal arts do provide the valuable
skills of critical thinking, articulate
communication, coherent reasoning,
and cogent writing, it would be unfair

to say that the acquisition of such skills
is the goal of a liberal arts education.
John Henry Newman's collection
of lectures entitled "The Idea of a
University" is commonly thought to
offer one of the best descriptions of the
nature and purpose of an education
rooted in the liberal arts. Newman's
thesis is that the goal of liberal arts
education is the proper cultivation
of the intellect so that one may more
fully enjoy and contemplate that
which is good, true, and beautiful.
Such a goal, he argues, is good in
itself and is worthy of being pursued

unite the human intellect to that which
is most truly human—the questions
and ideas which have persisted through
many generations and which have
introduced the mind to a profound
and meaningful conversation with the
great thinkers of the past. This is why
we read Plato and Descartes, Aquinas
and Nietzsche; they have grappled
with and have sought to provide
answers to the questions we all have:
What is happiness? What does it mean
to live a good life? The search for
answers to these questions—which is,
in reality, the pursuit of the good, the

THE LIBERAL ARTS DO NOT PROVIDE
PARTICULARLY MARKETABLE SKILLS...
for its own sake. Whether or not one
attains any favorable results in the
professional realm as a result of a
liberal education neither increases nor
lessens its value. One's marketability in
the business world, one's preparedness
for law school or medical school, or
even one's moral character (though
some may disagree) provides neither
a justification for nor an indictment
against the study of liberal arts.
A liberal arts education derives its
value from the fact that it strives to

true, and the beautiful—is the goal of a
liberal arts education; any other benefit
which may come as a result of such
an education is just that—a result, not
its goal. This is a crucial distinction of
Newman's which often goes unnoticed.
Like Newman, I have nothing
against the study of business, law, or
medicine because, as Newman says, a
true university is one which commits
itself to investigating every field of
inquiry, and also because I realize that
entrepreneurs, lawyers, and doctors

are both good and necessary for the
proper flourishing of any society. My
concern is that one who chooses to
study the liberal arts should not do so
with the goal of advancing his or her
professional aspirations because, quite
frankly, the liberal arts do not provide
particularly marketable skills in the
way that the study of business, law,
and medicine do. Rather, one ought
to embrace a liberal arts education
with the goal of cultivating his or her
intellect so that he or she might truly
appreciate knowledge for its own sake
and enjoy the pursuit and attainment
of truth.
I
recognize
that
Providence
College's goal with this video was
not to provide a two-minute synopsis
of Newman's educational theory, but
rather to show prospective students
why a liberal arts education is good
and where it can lead, and I applaud
this effort. I simply wish that the
video could have illustrated that there
are many good things which can be
attributed to liberally educated people
in the professional realm, while at
the same time demonstrating that the
study of the liberal arts is worthy of
pursuit for its own sake—regardless of
the professional benefits which might
result from it.
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The Punxsutawney Prophecy:
Phil Deserves Our Respect
by Matt Santos '14
Commentary Staff

CULTURE
February 2 marked a vastly important
day on the calendar. No, I'm not talking
about the birthday celebrations of
Shakira, Gucci Mane, and James Joyce.
While I'm sure they are meaningful
in their own right, I'm quite sure
you wouldn't be familiar with World
Wetlands Day or with Inventor's Day in
Thailand. However, I am quite sure you
have heard about Groundhog Day. Yes,
it's that time of the year when rodents
nationwide evince the meteorological
fate of our hemisphere: either six more
weeks of winter or an early spring.
Either six more
weeks that may
or may not be
jam-packed
with snow days,
or an early start
to
gardening
and frolicking
on the quad. The
responsibility
of this decision
is placed on the
not-so-broad
but oh-so-furry
shoulders
of
groundhogs
horn coast to
coast.
The
most
famous
celebration
of
Groundhog
Day takes place in Punxsutawney,
Pennsylvania. This tiny town houses a
larger-than-life figure: Punxsutawney
Phil. According to the official Web site
of the Punxsutawney Groundhog Club,
Punxsutawney Phil has been making
his annual prediction since 1887. This
information may strike you as odd,
given the average 10-year lifespan
of a groundhog. Luckily, the official
Web site of the PGC provides a sound
explanation. A sip of "groundhog
punch" each summer adds another
seven years to Punxsutawney Phil's,

allowing him to make his predictions
for the generations past and generations
to come. It would seem as though
the recipe for eternal youth has been
formulated by the fine men and women
of Punxsutawney, and it would also
seem they are selfishly retaining its use
solely for Punxsutawney Phil.
So, as the legend goes, should Phil see
his shadow upon exiting his hole, there
will be six more weeks of winter. If he
does not see his shadow, an early spring
will surely arrive. The PGC Web site is
also sure to state on its Frequently Asked
Questions page that the forecasts are
not made in advance by the club's Inner
Circle, but are rather told to the club
president in Groundhogese. Sounds
pretty solid to me.
I fear that this holiday is not
recognized
enough for its
tremendous value
to our nation. An
early spring has
a
widespread
impact on our
nation,
limiting
car accidents due
to snow, money
spent on cleaning
roads
after
snowstorms, and
limiting
blood
pressure
spikes
in professors as
they
scramble
to realign their
syllabi. To think
that such a rodent
has these abilities
Photo courtesy of buzzoaDaxom
of prophecy! It is
left widely disregarded in our country,
to think that Punxsutawney Phil's face
does not grace some form of United
States currency! The Punxsutawney
Groundhog Club has been left
unnoticed wlule their focal point has
been casually and effectively foretelling
the beginning of winter for the past
one hundred years! This is a travesty,
perhaps one of the greatest our fine
country has ever seen. Either that or it
is the silliest and most absurd point of
celebration I have ever heard. One of
the two.

Vets Prove We Don't Have
Much To Complain About
by Beatriz Forster '14
Commentary Staff

REFLECTION
We take so much for granted every
day. Sounds cliche, doesn't it? But
we really do. One of the pleasures
I was able to indulge in over break
was watching HBO's mini-series The
Pacific, which I highly recommend.
Most of us have seen many war
movies and usually their plots are
pretty predictable, but this wasn't
the case with The Pacific. Because the
series was in 10 parts, the audience
was able to take a very close look at
the lives of three marines fighting in
the Pacific theater of World War II.
Of the three profiled soldiers

about these veterans, I was struck by
the veracity of Sledge's statement.
How often do we rush around
and panic about trifling and petty
matters that have absolutely no
importance on any kind of scale? We
complain all the time about the food
at Ray, about how much work we
have to do for Civ, or about life in
general. "Life's not fair," we say. "I
want to kill myself."
It seems that people only realize
how precious the gift of life is when
it's taken away from those who are
close to them, especially when a
friend suddenly dies. World War II
seems far away and let's face it—it
is. But it's not just about what some
dead World War II veteran said about
how much we take life for granted.
Soldiers will never stop fighting

NEXT TIME YOU THINK OF MAKING A
SILLY COMPLAINT, THINK TWICE.
(Robert Leckie, John Basilone, and
Eugene Sledge), two survived the
horrors of war, but they did so at a
tremendous cost. Although Leckie
seemed
unaffected
and
ready
to resume his life following the
war, his wife said in an interview
that he was deeply scarred by
recurring nightmares and general
psychological
trauma.
Sledge
especially found a return to his
comfortable civilian life in Mobile,
Alabama nearly impossible.
"As I strolled the streets of Mobile,
civilian life seemed so strange,"
Sledge recalled in his book, With the
Old Breed: At Peleliu and Okinawa.
"People rushed around in a hurry
about seemingly insignificant things.
Few seemed to realize how blessed
they were to be free and untouched
by the horrors of war."
When I read these words after
doing a little research of my own

and dying in wars. Korea, Vietnam,
the Gulf War, Iraq, Afghanistan...
the list will never stop. I'm not
preaching anti-war rhetoric at all.
What I am saying is that we should
respect and honor those brave souls
who risk their lives —and sanity—to
fight for our freedom. Shout out to
anyone who is in ROTC or going to
enlist in the military in any capacity:
"Thank you for your service. I
know that I would never have your
courage to willfully put myself in so
much danger."
Next time you think of making a
silly complaint or a dumb decision,
think twice. Don't think twice
because your parents are watching
or because of peer pressure.
Instead, do it for all of the men
and women who have sacrificed
and continue to sacrifice their lives
so that we are able to think twice
about our decisions.
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Wreckless Language Abandonment
by Ally Pelle '11
Commentary Staff

SOCIETY
I'd like to introduce you all to a
man named Hank Moody. Hank is a
character on a little gem on Showtime
called Californication. If you haven't
seen this show, clear your schedule for
the next three days, because you've
got three seasons of catching up to do.
Hank is a writer, father, and sex addict.
He drinks, he smokes, he curses more
than any man should, but when it

comes down to it, he's brilliant. Hank's
been suffering from writer's block since
moving to L. A. to be with his daughter.
As Hank navigates through his life in
California, he has little reservations
about giving his opinion. His crass and
uncensored comments about society
carve him out to be a true cynic.
Hank makes an observation in one
episode that really stuck with me.
He says, "People seem to be getting
dumber and dumber. I mean, we have
all this amazing technology and yet
computers have turned into basically
four-figure wank machines. The
Internet was supposed to set us free,
democratize us, but all it's really given
us is Howard Dean's aborted candidacy
and 24-hour a day access to kiddie
pom, you know. And people don't
write anymore-they blog; instead of
talking, they text; no punctuation, no
grammar. LOL this and LMFAO that.
You know, it just seems to me that it's
just a bunch of stupid people psuedocommunicating with a bunch of other
stupid people in a proto-language that
sounds more like what cavemen used
to speak than the King's English."
Couldn't have said it better
myself, Hank. Lately, I've noticed
just how much the time I m

spending online is affecting me.
After spending time in front of the
screen, the lack of interaction and
tangible experiences is unsatisfying.
Computers and cellphones are
allowing us to do incredible things,
but they're also taking away much
of what makes us human.
I've also read that since people
have been spending so much time
dialed into their technology, they crave
the real experiences they're missing.
Therefore, companies are responding
by creating more 3-D movies,
developing 3-D televisions for homes
and products that are "extreme" and
deliver more intense flavors, smells,
and textures. Our senses have been
dulled and attention spans have been
shortened by the constant search and
consumption of information at all
hours of the day.
Technology, while giving access
to the world's information, is in
fact making us dumber. Instead
of spending time with people and
bonding face-to- face, we write on their
wall. We text our friends to apologize
for something we did instead of having
a conversation. It's easier to avoid
uncomfortable situations by sending a
text, isn t it? Don't even get me started

on spellcheck. We've become an army
of people who are more talented at
right- clicking to look up how to spell
a word than mastering how to actually
spell. Not to say that I'm an expert. In
one of my high school papers, I spelled
"ludicrous" as "ludacris." Call me a
product of my generation.
As Hank also mentioned, our
language is suffering. "Lol" basically
means I'm acknowledging that you
made a slightly humorous remark.
But you are by no means "laughing
out loud." If you do find your friend's
comment laugh-worthy, you probably
type "Lol oh my god I'm actually
laughing at that hahahahah!!" How
awful is that?
It seems as though Hank is calling
us out and he's right in doing so. The
way people use technology is actually
dulling relationships, watering down
our knowledge, and embarrassing the
way we speak. His disgust with the
way people have become so cavalier
about abandoning writing with pen
and paper and spending time with
others is spot on. We should take the
hint and remember that although
Hank is far from a good role model, he
knows what he's talking about.
Photo courtesy of sitcomsonline.com
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The "Cool" Athlete's Funeral:

Tangents
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Services To Be Held After Jeter's Retirement
by Tommy Cody '13
Commentary Staff

SPORTS
I would like to preface this article
with a necessary acknowledgement.
An article that addressed the same
issue as the one I am about to address
was printed in Sports Illustrated
magazine some years ago, though
I cannot remember when or who
wrote it. The ideas that I will use
stem from the aforementioned article
and its assertion that professional
athletes today do not possess the
same "cool," as the men of earlier
generations did.
With the deluge of young stars,
made to know the secrets of their
talents from an exceedingly young
age, thus planting the seeds for pride

and false power, the memories of "the
kings of cool" and "the icemen" with
their deadly stare and quick hand, die
slowly. You cannot watch a professional
game today without being witness to
the death of a generation that sports so
desperately needs. An athlete cannot
score a touchdown, make a tough shot,
or strike out a batter without some
primeval scream, senseless dance, or
violent flailing. Joba Chamberlain's
violent fist pump and scream into his
glove, Chad Johnson's (if that is still
his name) smooth dances in the end
zone, and Kevin Garnett's howling and
pounding of his chest are only a taste
of the countless celebrations and antics
that are so common to professional
sports today.
Do not get me wrong; I do not think
celebrations should be totally done
away with. Sports are emotional. I
cannot fault Doug Fluty for running
around with his hands in the air
after his prayer was answered in the
final seconds against the bad boys
of Miami. But I believe that there is
a line that marks how far you can go
and provides parameters for when
celebrations that exceed a discrete fist
pump or high five are merited. We are
hard-pressed to find a top-tier athlete

today who is cool, calm, and collected
at all times. Even when they strike out
the final batter, nail the game winning
shot, or drive their team down field
for the game winning score, they do
so with poise and mercenary-like
efficiency and at game's end, simply
shake the opposing teams hand and
hit the showers. No need for outbursts
or taunting; their performance speaks
for itself.
Who are the kings of cool? Karim
Abdul-Jabbar, Larry Bird, Michael
Jordan (in his later years), Joe Montana,
Walter Payton, Jerry Rice, the list goes
on, but these men's playing days have
long since past. Today only a few men
come to mind. Tim Duncan, Ray Allen,
Mariano Rivera, and Derek Jeter, but
they are nearing the ends of their
careers too.
Professional sports have always
been an arena for the young and

talented. But in the past 10 or 15 years,
the age at which young men and
women enter the fame and fortune
of the professional sports world has
drastically lowered and the pressure
that accompanies it has increased.
Nineteen and 20-year-old men, if
they can even be called that, can be
found soaring above the sugar glazed
hardwood of the Boston Garden
and digging their cleats into the sunscorched clay of Yankee Stadium.
Maybe the Superman mentality of
youth fuels the current flamboyant
culture of sports and will subside as
this generation grows in years, but
this cannot be known for sure. What
I do know is, for the posterity of
sports and the integrity of the game
as the pinnacle arena of athletic skill,
not a stage for entertainment, to be
upheld, athletes must restore "cool"
to its former grandeur. I must once
again become the primary virtue to
which all athletes aspire. All hope
is not lost. Some young athletes,
such as Kevin Durant, Matt Ryan,
and Derrick Rose show promise, but
"cool" still rests precariously on the
precipice of extinction.
Photo courtesy of answers.com
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One-Up, Two Thumbs Down. The one-upper. We all know at least one.
You cringe every time they open their mouths. They are about to strike.
The "one-up" is coming. You can feel it. These are the people who always,
without fail, have it way worse than you do. Life has apparently dealt them
a really unfair hand and we should all feel bad for them. Oh please! They
try to act like troopers, but they really take any and every opportunity to
rub their problems in your face. If you got hit by a Hummer, then they
got hit by an 18-wheeler going 80 miles-per-hour. If you have a 20-page
research paper due tomorrow, then they have a 50-page case study due in
an hour. If you just ran three miles on the treadmill, then they just ran six.
If you got five hours of sleep, then they surely pulled an all-nighter. Good
for you, one-upper. You have undoubtedly proven yourself superior once
again. I hope you can rest easy knowing that you always manage to get
the last word in. And for all you one-uppers out there, though you may
consistently try to out-do everyone, just remember that you look like an
arrogant fool in the process. — Jenn DiPirro '12

Drink Management. The key to any meal is drink management, and nowhere
is this truth more relevant than at Raymond Hall Cafeteria. On dreary
weeknights when we find ourselves walking to our seats with the fallback
burger and fries basket or plate of questionable-looking chicken, the row
of fountain drinks can be a glimmer of hope—a saving oasis of familiar,
consistently flowing liquids. What we get to drink at Ray is often the only
thing about our meal that we can feel good about, so when I grab the seethrough cup from the stack, I have a rule —no ice. That's right, I get whatever
I'm drinking neat to save more room in the cup. Ice is just wasted space. 1
can remember when I was just a little fellow and my mother would pack me
one Capri Sun with my lunch. I would always be tempted to drink the entire
pouch in a few quick pulls on the straw, but I knew the key to a successful
meal —drink management. I couldn't kill the entire Capri Sun in a few quick
sips early on in the meal because if I did, I would be left thirsty throughout the
rest of it. I get the same urges to quickly down my drink at Ray, and although
I'm not as limited there as I was in the elementary school cafeteria, who wants
to make that extra trip through the dining hall to refill? So to manage my
drink situation, I spread out how much I gulp down evenly throughout the
meal and hold the ice. Don't get me wrong, sometimes ice in the cup can bring
something else to the table, literally (see that?), but if thirst efficiency isn't
enough to convince you to hold off on the ice, let it be the painful cold of the
ice hitting your front teeth when you take a sip. — Chris Slavin '12

Technology Not Guilty. At the Providence Place Mall, I heard one person
shout, "Yo, I gotta tweet about those mama grizzlies, after I Facebook stalk
my sister's new bf. Just saying." Students who hear that understand it.
But the middle-aged woman near him didn't quite get it. She stated how
"stupid" he sounded and then blamed his "stupidity" on our generation's
excessive use of the Internet. It has been argued recently that the Internet
diminishes the quality of thought in society because it promotes a constant
state of distraction and casual attention, thereby making our generation
less intelligent. Normally, though, I'm not won over by doomsday anti
technology arguments, especially from those who are apparently detached
from our generation's understanding of it. All too often the prophets of
cultural catastrophe get it wrong about the Internet for many of the same
reasons that people believed that television and radio were disruptive
technologies. Simply put: just because people do stupid things with
technology doesn't mean that technology made them stupid. However, there
is a qualitative difference with digital media, in terms of pervasiveness and
ubiquity, which must be noted. The modern office makes it hard for you
to watch television but easy for you to update your Facebook or Twitter.
Making phone calls used to involve fixed location devices, but now we are
hardwired into telephony via our Smartphones, which increasingly flash,
beep, and buzz with communication updates that are pushed to us 24/7.
The Internet is not making us stupid. But living in a permanent state of
distraction and partial attention, whether Internet is a factor or not, is far
from smart. — Genevieve Ilg '14

Dr. Jekyll And Mr. Biden. The unfolding events in Egypt have riveted people
around the world. As angry citizens thirsting for fundamental reforms took
to the streets, starting first in Cairo and spreading like wildfire across the
venerable state of Egypt, the American message machine seemed at odds with
itself. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton was quick to issue a strongly worded
statement voicing support for the pro-human rights protests. As she was
calling for "real democracy" in Egypt, Vice President Joe Biden was calling the
Egyptian strongman leader a "no dictator." Finally, President Obama issued
a more measured statement calling for reform but much less forcefully. What
this response really displays is the schizophrenic face of American foreign
policy. We are caught between the competing notions of idealistic policies on
human rights and the pragmatic view that the "enemy of my enemy is my
friend." There is no doubt that the Egyptian government has been a key ally in
the fight against terrorism, but it is also no secret that they have repressed the
rights of their own people for decades. Of all the issues confronting the Obama
administration in this first term, the real "teachable moment" is right in front
of our noses. The varied tentacles of the U.S. Ship of State have produced a
cannibalizing message machine which can only further build mistrust abroad.
Potential allies are second-guessing the certitude of their special status as
steadfast friends in the fight against terror, while activists for democratic change
are further alienated by a lack of clear principles emanating from Washington.
Do we support democratic change or not? Is the War on Terror our first priority
above all else? Are we idealists or pragmatists? — Ewen Finser '12
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Super Bowl Appeal Not
Restricted to Footballers
by Kaylee Miller '13
Commentary Staff

SPORTS
This weekend marks one of the
biggest sporting events of the year: the
Super Bowl. This year, the Green Bay
Packers will be taking on the Pittsburg
Steelers. As a Patriots fan, this pair of
teams is not exactly the match up that I
was hoping for, but as a general fan of
football, I will take it. Now is the time
of year when friends and family gather
together in front of the television and
bond in honor of our national sport.
It doesn't even matter who is playing.

played the national anthem and the
half-time show. That meant that there
was no Carrie Underwood or Black
Eyed Peas or any outfit mishap (Janet
Jackson). As the activities surrounding
the game began to grow, so did the
attention and hype around the event.
Companies have begun to use the
Super Bowl as the platform to show
their biggest ad campaigns. Every year,
the commercials for Budweiser, Pepsi,
or GoDaddy.com seem to get crazier
and crazier. With all of this background
noise happening in the midst of the
game, viewers don't even need to
understand what is happening on the
field to be entertained. How many
viewers truly understand that there

Who
This

STUFF?
(Kaylee Miller ’13)
Major:
English

Hometown:
Lenox, Massachusetts

Fun Fact:

MOST PEOPLE I KNOW ARE MORE EXCITED
ABOUT THE NEW EPISODE OF GLEE AFTER...
On average, the Super Bowl gathers
80 to 90 million viewers every year.
This number is so enormous that it
has me wondering: why are we so
intrigued by the Super Bowl? The
whole country is most likely not die
hard Steelers or Packers fans, and
many people probably don't even love
football that much either. For some,
the big game means a party. It means
eating more than your share of wings
and nachos and working your way
into a food coma by the time the half
time show starts. For others, it's for the
love of the game. The Super Bowl is
the culmination of the whole season's
efforts and the teams coming together
on the greatest stage in sports.
Over the years, the Super Bowl has
changed significantly from a simple
game to a full-blown extravaganza.
In 1968, when the first Super Bowl
was played, a college marching band

is a complex game plan developed by
each team to beat their opponent?
The Super Bowl has ceased to be
an event about the skill of the players,
and has transformed into an event
that is all about the economics of
consumerism. Most people I know are
more excited about the new episode
of Glee playing after the game than
whether or not the Packers defense
will be able to stop Ben Roethlisberger.
We have traditionalized the night as
a good time with food, family, and
football, and although it has become
a huge, commercialized event as well,
it also allows for a sense of unity
among the nation. For as long as I
can see in the future, the Super Bowl
will continue to grow more about the
event and less about the game. But,
who says there is anything wrong
with that? I say we are always in need
of a good mid-winter celebration.

I do not have any wisdom teeth.

Where to Find Her:
Watching Ellen DeGeneres at the gym every day
at 3 p.m.

Personal Catch Phrase:
“Grool”

Annoys Her Most:
People who constantly ask questions about
what is happening in a movie while they are
watching it.

Most Passionate About:
Writing, fitness, my roommates,
traveling.

Tiffany & Earl
Making PC an emotionally
stable place one letter at a time
Dear Prudence,
Either you really are
concerned that your school's
reputation will be tarnished due
to the scandalous clothing of your
teammate, or you're jealous of the
fact that she's confident enough
to wear such stylish materials
while you show up to the same sporting event
in your baggy sweatpants. If it is the former, I
salute you on your crusade to clean up a boycrazed teammate s image. If it is the latter, then...
what can I say? Some girls have all the luck.
While you condemn the outrageous outfits of a
team member because they do not coincide with
your own standards of modesty, it's also possible
that you need to be more open-minded. There's
a difference between dressing like a Lady Gaga
-impersonator on a mission to find a bad romance
and simply showing some leg (bow chick-a wow
wow). A little flair every now and then is classy.
The easiest way to gauge whether or not your
ideas of proper decorum are reasonable or just
paranoid is to put your dress code to a vote. Don't
make your own assumptions and brush off your
fellow club members with a "let them eat cake"
attitude. Otherwise, your teammates might view
your executive decisions as tyrannical, and your
term may be cut short by a hostile coup d'etat that
ends with your head in a bucket and a new leader
in your place. Marie Antoinette learned that
lesson the hard way.

Tiffany

This ''Week:
Scantily-Clad
Scandal
Dear Tiffany & Earl,

1 am the president of a club sport on campus and one
of my members always shows up to competitions in
very inappropriate clothing. I have told her multiple
times to dress appropriately, but she seems to think
a mini-skirt fits that category. How do I tell her that
dressing in skanky clothing is only causing problems
for the team?
Prude President

Dear You,
Throughout history this
problem has shown up again
and again. President Obama
has to tell V.P. Biden all the time
to hike his pants up and hide
his thong, Magic Johnson was
told all the time that his shorts
showed a little too much leg, and Napoleon
was criticized for his nails all the time (that's
why he kept them hidden in his jacket).
No, but seriously, just leave her a note in
her locker, from anonymous. Write something
like, "you're a skank, put some clothes on." I
think that might get the point across, so now
I can come up with more witty duos with
clothing arguments. Maybe you could read
this and see that this problem is not unusual
and more important people than you have
been through this.
- Moe would tell Curly to keep his heels less
than three inches.
- Ghandi was told to keep his nip-slips to
a minimum.
- Rosie O'Donnell was told by her producers
that her side-boob was disturbing Tom Hanks.
And I can't count how many times Tiffany has
been told to keep her dirty hands off every guy
that walks past her... That's not really related to
clothing, but she was been told to stop something,
so it's kind of the same thing, and it gave me a
chance to take a stab at that skanky dressing piece
of skank.

Earl
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Letters to the Editor

FAITH

MATTERS

by Fr. James Cuddy, O.P.
Contributing Writer

I drove up to my parents' house last week to have dinner. It was a
relatively ordinary uneventful visit. Until it was time to leave. I stepped
out of the front door and onto a patch of ice on the stoop. Bad times
ensued. I slipped on the ice and found myself inadvertently airborne. As I
was taking my unplanned flight and gravity was having its way with me, I
confess that some distinctly un-priestly words passed my lips. My mother,
always compassionate, suppressed her laughter just long enough to ask
if I was okay. Thankfully —owing to my ninja-like agility and amazing
physical conditioning —I wasn't badly hurt.
I scooped up my pride from the driveway, limped towards the car, and
waved goodbye to my mother, who of course was still laughing. And as I
drove back to campus, I had a chance to replay the event over in my head.
I was struck by just how frightening it was to be in midair. The situation
was entirely out of my control.
The experience of being powerless is not limited to the literal slips
and falls in our lives. You might wake up one morning with the flu and
you're out of commission for a week. In this economy, many people find
themselves unexpectedly out of work, and suddenly their livelihoods
hang in the balance. There are all kinds of occasions that awaken us to the
reality that we are not the masters of our lives.
In spite of the pain that such situations can bring about, experiences of
being powerless are not all bad. Yes, we'd like to control our own destiny.
Yes, we'd prefer not to be victims of unpleasant circumstances. But these
events can be useful. They are occasions in which we can recall that God
is God, and we are not. And that's a reminder that we all need Him from
time to time.
When you feel yourself out of control, remember this: nothing is
ever outside of God's power. Our Lord asks us to abandon ourselves
to the providence of our heavenly Father who always takes care of his
children's smallest needs. God is the master of heaven and earth and —if
we let him —he will use the slips, the falls, the fears, and the anxieties
that arise in our lives to guide us to Him. In ways that may sometimes
seem backwards and nonsensical to our little minds, God is at work and
all things shall be well.
Now if He would only get my mother to stop laughing at me...

Demoe Is Back, And Praising D.C. Marchers
Since I am a pro-life old man, I wish to extend a cornucopia of praise to the
Providence College students and other personnel who attended the March for
Life in Washington, D.C., on Jan. 24. This makes all of you on the correct path
to the "realization of the beatific vision." I suggest that Catholic members of
Amnesty International whosupportabortion takeheed. It'slater than you think.
—Russell P. Demoe '73

Senior Commends PC For Life For Marching In Nation's Capital
One hundred life-loving Providence College students attended the
38th annual March for Life in Washington, D.C. on Jan. 24, 2011. This
event is an important one in the pro-life movement, marking the passage
of the Supreme Court's 1973 Roe v. Wade decision that legalized abortion
in all 50 states. Pro-lifers from all over the nation (and the world —there
were Canadians!) gathered together on the anniversary of this decision
to show their dissent and support for life in all its stages.
Despite the march not being covered by any major news networks,
estimates say that this year's was the largest march yet. Tens of thousands
of people trodded the cold ground of the National Mall to the Supreme
Court (the start and end points of the march). I've heard estimates of
400,000 participants and don't doubt the number. Washington, D.C. was
jam-packed for those few days.
This march had much personal significance not only because it is
symbolic of a cause close to my heart, but because only a few years
ago, we had 10 people in attendance on a bus with the Diocese of
Providence. Last year, we had one bus filled with about 50 PC kids
and this year, we doubled that number. That's quite incredible, and it's
my sincere hope that this increase in PC attendees continues. I'd like
to commend Joanna Scimeca, PC for Life's coordinator, as well as the
whole group; their tremendous advertising campaign and planning
efforts were vital to making PC's journey to D.C. such a success. I've
talked to a few PC students for whom this march was their first. All
felt it was an incredibly encouraging and inspirational experience. I
can't disagree. Being in such a charged atmosphere with so many of my
peers (as well as such multitudes of pro-lifers from all over) really does
make one want to work even harder to promote life. I'm grateful for
such a fantastic experience in my last year at PC, and I encourage all
PC students to attend the March for Life, it's well worth it. (And you
don't need to be a member of PC for Life to attend, all are welcome!)

— Svetlana Gortaya '11

A Senior's Letter to His Future Seminarian Son
by Cameron Durant '11
Guest Commentary

RESPONSE
Sit down, Dominic. I think it's time
we had that discussion. No, not the
birds and the bees again, that was
fifth grade, son.
You're a man now and this is a big
decision. Listen—why didn't you tell
us you were looking into joining the
Our Lady of Providence Seminary?
Yes, we know everything. Mom
found your Liturgy of the Hours
book while cleaning. Oh, and that
letter of acceptance really tipped us
off too. I always knew that you were
special and called to do something
great with your life. Mom feels the
same way deep down, but you know
her—all she wants is grandkids
running around the house, and well,
you're her only chance at that. No
matter what you decide to do with
your life, your parents will always
support you, but I won't let you sign
your name on the dotted line until
you hear me out, okay?
Many
people
simply
don't
understand what it means to be
Catholic and will look at you
differently when you wear a
Roman collar. They will call you a
pedophile, a brainwasher, an abuser,
and things I just can't say out loud,
but deep down you can't let it get
to you. You certainly won't be the

first priest to stand up to adversity.
How many were fed to the lions
in the Colosseum or martyred as
evangelizers? Just look at the last
century—not too long before your old
man was born. Until his execution,
St. Maximilian Kolbe ministered
to the victims of the concentration
camps, old JP II himself was shot
tearing down the Iron Curtain—
hell, even the Dominican Friars at
my alma mater, Providence College,
were called "self-righteous" by
some students for simply preaching
the gospel on their own campus!
It is sad but true that in modern

understand what the Church teaches
on these subjects. For example,
it is not a sin simply to be gay. In
truth, it is wrong for anyone to act
unchastely as it goes against the act's
true purpose. This is something your
mom and I found that helped us a lot:
"Marriage is an act of the will that
signifies and involves a mutual gift,
which unites the spouses and binds
them to their eventual souls, with
whom they make up a sole family a domestic church." Forget all this
garbage about "God created Adam
and Eve not Adam and Steve" and
remember, God created the family

YOU CERTAINLY WON’T BE THE FIRST
PRIEST TO STAND UP TO ADVERSITY.
times, the sacred doctrine of the
Church has come under attack as
being outdated and intrusive on the
rights of individuals. Your traditional
beliefs on issues concerning life and
the family truly have the best interest
of humanity at heart.
No matter what you do, you need
to remember that not all of the flock
is going to agree with your message,
but you need to have patience and
love for all of them. After all, Christ
did leave the 99 to retrieve the one.
It seems like no matter what new
things happen in society, Americans
are always at odds about abortion,
gay marriage, and the Church's
role in today's world. People do not

and gave us the perfect example with
Jesus and his parents as guides.
God created each person with a soul;
thus, we all possess a special dignity.
Always treat those you meet with
that dignity no matter their gender,
race, creed, or sexual orientation.
I don't want to state the obvious,
but you're never going to be able to
marry, son, and that's alright. Your
vow of celibacy is something many
people are going to snicker at, make
assumptions about why you chose
to take it, and especially how well
you've lived up to it. To be a dad is
something very special. It is what
has motivated me to wake up and
hit the old proverbial salt mines

each morning to put a roof over your
head. Your motivation is different—
that enthusiasm to wake up each
morning and fight the good fight
will come from building up Christ's
Church. I believe every man is called
to be a family man, but in your case,
God has a different kind of family for
you. The family is a necessary part
of society. The former pope said, "As
the family goes, so goes the nation
and so goes the whole world in which
we live." With this motto in mind,
your ordination gives you a special
position with which to protect the
holy Church. A priest creates a family
not from his own home but from the
pulpit, at the parish school, in the
community of his assignment, and
amongst those fellow men of the cloth
who take up where Christ's apostles
left off two thousand years ago.
I'm sorry, son, to go off like this for
so long. I guess that's why God never
called me to the priesthood.
I am proud of you and I know
that your decision is the right one.
In choosing to be single, you are
opening yourself up to the needs of
the world —so never feel lonely. You
are entering a brotherhood and an
intimate relationship with Christ. I
love you, buddy, and I know this is
a lot to digest—just promise me one
thing...don't ever become a Jesuit,
alright? I will never hear the end of
it from my college friends!
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THE SWEETEST SWING
IN BASEBALL
by Catherine Northington '12
A&E Editor
There is no doubt that playwright
Rebecca Gilman's The Sweetest Swing in
Baseball borders on the absurd. Critics
and audiences around the world have
been privy to its madness—and raving
about it—since the play's conception in
2006.
This weekend, Providence College
presents its own stage adaptation
of Sweetest Swing, directed by guest
artist Jimmy Calitri. Together, the cast
and production team captivate their
audience with a delicious two-hour
blend of emotional outbursts, clever
comic diversions, and a hearty dose of
psychological torment.
Sweetest Swing tells the story of
artist Dana Fielding (Cat McDonnell
'll), whose professional and personal
life hit a proverbial brick wall after a
particularly pressure-filled exhibition
of her artwork. Unable to endure the
judgments of her peers—namely, her
gallerist Rhonda (Dora Mighty '12), her
dealer Erica (Aubrey Dion '14), fellow
artist Brian (Patrick Saunders '13), and
her boyfriend Roy (Alex MacIntyre
'12)—and critics, the unstable Fielding
winds up in a New York Psych ward.
There she meets Gary (also played
by Alex MacIntyre '12—the production
double casts several parts in the play), a
stalker, and Michael (Patrick Saunders
'13), a recovering alcoholic. Over the
course of Dana's stay, the dynamic
between these three motley patients
provides a hilarious counterpoint to the
play's more intense dramatic elements,

while still working to drive the plot
forward. The comedic element is a
refreshing touch to the theatre-going
experience; Gilman boasts a unique
and exhilarating brand of modern
playwriting.
Over the course of the show, Dana
and Michael forge a meaningful
friendship, while Michael also acts
as counsel to a concerned Erica. Gary,
meanwhile, is wildly unstable—
his stalkee, we learn, is (fictional)
CNN news anchor Kevin Bridges,
who, Kevin posits, is "the seat of
evil." Why? "Because he walks into
my living room every night and
talks down to me!" Despite Gary's
apparent volatility, his advice to Dana
is disturbingly lucid.
Naturally, Dana grows comfortable
in her Psych ward routine, and is
alarmed when her psychologist, Dr.
Gilbert (Dora Mighty '12), informs
her that after spending 10 days at
the institution, her insurance agency
will no longer cover the cost. Here's
where the fun begins.
Dana's cohorts
suggest
that
she feign a severe personality
disorder so as to prolong her
"complimentary" stay. When Dr.
Gilbert confronts her with dismissal
charges, Dana abruptly assumes
the identity of former MLB great,
Darryl Strawberry. The remainder
of the show maintains a comedic
slant—McDonnell's
whacked-out,
over-the-top, and profanity-laced
Strawberry impression is worth
the price of admission alone—

but this segment also introduces the
respective
psychological
conflicts
within each character. The second act
chiefly examines the struggles that the
protagonist must endure in facing her
mental qualms, while also regaining
confidence in her artistic ability.
Although each character is distinct in
his or her background and development,
the story unfolds to reveal the
similarities that lie within each, whether
they be doctor, patient, or artist. These
eclectic characters lead each other to
self-realizations of sorts; several of them
begin to re-evaluate not only where they
are in life, but who they are.
What makes the Providence College's
adaptation
particularly
endearing
is the cast's personal engagement in
the project. Watching each of the five
clearly-experienced actors on stage, the
audience cannot help but absorb the
energy radiating from their adopted
personas—especially
McDonnell's
Fielding, who spends most of the play
bouncing around the stage like a pinball.
The production uses the stage to its
full advantage, inviting the audience
to take a moment to consider the
effort involved with constructing this
involved set. The brunt of the play
takes place in the Psychiatric Ward's
occupational therapy room and doctor's
rooms, with the ascetic hospital-like
feel that one would expect from such
a venue. The show's concluding scene,
however, boasts an elaborate set which
is particularly impressive in quality.
Another aesthetic bonus: the stadium
lights that illuminate the stage at certain

points throughout the performance,
most notably during scene changes.
This creative use of lighting aids the
intermingling of theatrical elements
with the athletic themes that pervade
the show's second act. The scene
transitions also incorporate voiceovers,
inviting the audience to become further
engrossed in the story at hand.
This show brags an absurd and
witty brand of comedy that is ideal
for the college audience. For those of
you who would rather play FIFA than
spend two hours at the theatre, know
at the very least you will leave this
theatre with big laughs... and a cursory
knowledge of Darryl Strawberry's
biography. The show is bright, funny,
and philosophical—the perfect cap (or
commencement) to your evening.
In short, the production would
make the Straw himself proud.

The Sweetest Swing in Baseball is
playing at the Smith Center's Angell
Blackfriars Theatre tonight, Feb 3, at
8:00 p.m.; Friday, Feb 4 at 8:00 p.m.,
Saturday, Feb 5, at 8:00 p.m., and
Sunday, Feb 6 at 2:00 p.m. Tickets are
available for purchase at the box office
in Smith Center or by calling (401 )-8652218.
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MONDAY NIGHT RAW
LIVE IN
PROVIDENCE
TV
by Nahuel Fanjul-Arguijo 'll
Associate Editor-in-Chief

The stage was set and the fighters
were ready. Well, the scripts were
handed out and the actors were ready.
Either way, on January 31, 2011, I
witnessed a must see entertainment
at WWE Monday Night Raw, at the
Dunkin' Donuts Center.
I will not deny my love for wrestling
as a young boy. I used to watch WWF
and WCW religiously, the wonder
years, as I like to call them: the rise of
Stone Cold Steve Austin, the fall of The
Undertaker, and the tyranny of Vince
McMahon. Ahh, those were the days.
As a small pre-teen, smaller than most, I
was the "highflying wrestler" when we
played pretend in my basement. We set
up the mattresses on the ground and
jumped off the couch, flipping different
ways, not the safest game if you ask
me. But, before I start to tear up during
this article, let me end my reminiscing
and start my present detachment from
wrestling and the WWE.
I have not watched a second of these
wrestling programs for years, I have not
thought about wrestling for years (other
than the random appearances of The
Rock or John Cena in the movies), but
last Monday I was able to spend a couple
hours enjoying the greatest non-sport
ever. Let me rephrase that, I was able
to drunkenly yell at people pretending
to fight, slur their names since I did not
recognize one dude out there, and stumble

out of The Dunk while I scream about
how awesome wrestling is live. Sure,
there is a common denominator there,
but as for a "sporting" event, I was
very entertained.
As a child I didn't really
remember so many interruptions
during fights, but I felt like every
fight or speech got interrupted by
some angry juicehead that wanted
to punch someone out. I'm not
complaining, I feel like there is an
art of interruption in the WWE, and
even though it is almost expected,
they are entertaining.
As far as the fights go, there isn't
much to say. I didn't know too
many of the wrestlers since I have
not been too into it in my 20's (which
I think is a good thing), but the
audience really takes the experience
to the next level. I didn't know the
fighters, but it seemed like everyone
else did. I mean, come on, who
wouldn't have a great time when
there are rednecks and little kids
all around you yelling at Randy
Orton to break his opponents neck?
Oh, and speaking of little kids all
around me, I really don't think the
tag-team fight between four girls
was very appropriate for them to be
watching. Just my point-of-view, I
guess their parents think differently.
The live WWE event was kind of
like when you go to a comedy in the
theaters and you laugh your ass off
with everyone there, but once you

watch it at home by yourself it's not
the same thing. It's the people around
you that make your experience better,
and that's why I think I had a great
time at this event that I would not go
to in any other occasion.
I did have a nice reminder of
the old school wrestlers once Jerry
Lawler, the WWE announcer, was
brought into the RAW Rumble
match. I remember watching his old
ass try to fight when I was a kid, and
watching him win the rumble against
a bunch of gorillas was awesome.
Sure, he won by moving out of
the way as a big meathead rushed
towards him, but he still won.
All in all, the night was a success.
I watched a bunch of dudes fake
fight against each other, a fierce
girl fight, and a very unexpected
dance off (don't ask me, I didn't
understand either). I would never
condone someone watching this
programming on the television, I
think you can understand why, but
the live event is really a different
experience. The crowd, the noise,
the fireworks... it's all worth it. Oh
and one last thing: The Miz, get a
life, you got "famous" on the Real
World, you should give up on life
now that you are a "successful"
wrestler for the WWE. I'm sorry,
that's just embarrassing.

Season of the Witch
Review of Nicholas Cage's New Film
by Maxwell Kravitz T2
A&E Staff

I hope everyone had a chance to
check out Nicolas Cage in Season of the
Witch, because it is probably one of
the funniest movies I have ever seen.
When Nic Cage—(yes, I love him
too)— plays a 14th century knight who
is responsible for transporting a witch
to a monastery, you can bet your bottom
dollar that I will be in attendance to see
the movie. If the movie was marketed
as a comedy, I personally think it would
have made more money. Nic Cage is
like a JV point-guard trying to impress funny. Perlman first tries fighting the
his coach for some playing time. He beast, but is instantly killed in a lowalways gives you 110 percent in every budget fashion. Big surprise. Then,
movie; however, that isn't saying much. Cage somehow pins the beast that is
As much as I put him down, I find him as big as Michael Strahan against a
too amusing to dislike altogether.
wall, while another knight recites a
Ron Perlman is also a pretty funny spell that will rid the witch from the
actor. I am perplexed by how big the young girl. Does Nic Cage succeed
man's head is. Watching a bobble-head like he does in National Treasure? I am
and Nic Cage square off against Lucifer trying to keep a straight face while
at the end of a movie is priceless. My writing this when I say that you must
favorite part is when Cage fights the check out this sweet flick in order to
demon. It was pretty evident that the find out.
animators were on a tight budget because
This adventure/fantasy is a
I think I would have done a better job pretty lame storyline. Trie witch
creating a villain through Sketch Book that Cage is responsible for
Express on my MacBook. But moving transporting is supposedly the
on. The demon vs. Cage fight is too source of the Black Plague that has

taken the lives of many townsfolk.
I won't even pretend to fib and say
that the witch (Claire Foy) wasn't
scary. Her performance—behind
Nic Cage (of course)—kept the
movie alive. Although the movie
won't win any (and I mean ANY)
awards, I still think it was enjoyable
from start to finish. If you have
a good sense of humor and two
hours to kill, attend a showing of
Season of the Witch. I am—for some
unknown reason— supportive of
awful movies. They couldn't be
totally serious when filming this
movie. Keep up the good work
Nic! I will forever be a member of
your fan base.
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Let's
Rant
by Sarah Dombroski '13
Assistant A&E Editor

This Week:
Celebrity Revivals

How do you know when a career is certifiably
dead? There have been a few brave scribes who
have attempted to pinpoint the exact time and
date of celebrity suicide through books such as
Jump the Shark, and in doing so, banishing them
into the meek and meaningless cast of burnouts
and vagabonds, thus rendering them extinct.
However, I don't think one incident should
banish a successful media figurehead six feet
under. In some cases, maybe- i.e Fonzie jumping
an actual shark in Happy Days, but for the most
part, our silver screen sunspots should be able to
weather even the most horrific passing showers.
Storms, however, are a different story. In my
opinion, celebs only truly ruin their careers when
they realize what useless, irrelevant, opposite-ofenduring messes their initially successful foray
into entertainment ha6 grown to become. When
one recognizes their fall from grace and attempts
to grapple back up tire totem pole of significance,
that is when they truly flounder and ultimately
fail in a sad and pathetic display ready to view on
most major cable networks. Yes, my friends, I am
referring to late-in-life celebrity revivals.
(Please read the following in an Australian
accent.) These mammals are scavengers. Called
Washedupandwaningasaurus, they specialize
in raiding abandoned network slots. Their
challenge is to attract a mediocre script, but the
network execs smell danger. Their essence of
failure is producing toxic fumes, shrouding all
of the hit TV shows in the stench of rejection and
dismay. Frankly, I think these are the saddest
sorts of revivals. Most common with former
child stars, the attempt to reignite their spark
of a career with a sad, shallow sitcom is all too
common these days. Celebrity Rehab, Celebrity
Apprentice and whatnot is not a hideous offense
in my opinion, because most people who stoop
to that level deserve to be down there anyway.
It's those who once enchanted our T.V. sets,
then fell off the map, and now are trying to be
relevant again using lackluster material to get
there.
Although this is more in the silver screen
vein, Macualay Culkin is a good demonstration
of this "affliction." He rocked the house in Home
Alone, so to speak, and now he's lulling around
in Lifetime movies and breaking up with Mila
Kunis. Although he hasn't attempted a big
comeback, he is putting out these pathetic little
efforts. I feel for him, because I love Home Alone,
and Home Alone 2: Lost in New York as much as the
next person, but c'mon Mac—do yourself justice!
Next, I would like to note the person you've
all been waiting for: La Lohan. However, I have
already ranted about her and her multiple forays
into rehabilitation facilities. From Parent Trap to
the questionable biopic about former adult film
"actress" Linda Lovelace, did I mention there
are strains of pornography? Goodness Lindsay,
where did your freckles go? (That was an allusion
to youth, people.)
I will leave you with this, if you were once
successful and have realized you are now
irrelevant, please get publicity for yourself
through a charity or whatnot. Do not resort to
Rock ofLove or a new sitcom about a 40-something
who just wants to find love.
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Rocky Still Packs A Punch
A Look Back On the Times of Rocky Balboa
by Jorge Lucas T2
A&E Staff

Amidst a busy schedule of intensive
TV watching and rigorous napping,
my only source of rest this winter
break was my beloved Netflix account.
Against all expectations, the greatest
pleasure was the privilege of watching,
for the first time ever, the entirety of
Sylvester Stallone's Rocky series.
Many will gasp and convulse
violently at this statement, and all I
can say is, "I know how you feel."
Despite claiming to be a movie
lover through and through, I had
prolonged the wait for way too long.
It was time to finally get it over with.
When it comes to such an iconic
collection of films, it is impossible not
to approach it with certain prejudices,
ingrained by Bill Conti's soundtrack
and the training montage through
Philadelphia, ending with that climb
up the museum steps.
While these and many other
cultural contributions have been
the source of a good laugh or a
respectable film reference among
friends, I never thought actually
watching the movies could be at
all gratifying. What could Rocky be
to me but an outdated melodrama
featuring Rambo and cheesy music?
The answer would change my life
forever. That's right—forever.
The first film had me at "Yo, Adrian,"
when Rocky and his big, droopy face
pulled me into his touching rags-to-,
well, rags tale. Don't get me started on
that rousing finale that declares Rocky
heavyweight champion of the...wait,
what?! He loses?! Disappointing though
it was, maybe it was for the better
because when we meet Rocky again for

round two, he's back to his small town
ways, balancing his hat and bouncing
his ball through the streets of Philly like
a child grown up too fast, proving that
even after beating Apollo Creed we'll
never lose our everyman hero.
And then came the '80s, replete
with big hair, synthesized beats, and
Sico the Robot. Unlike the second
film, there is no sign in III and IV
that Rocky is struggling with
his newfound fame and j
fortune, and the only real ,
threat for the pugilist
is just another fighter J
disrupting
his
everimminent
retirement.
With Rocky's humbling 1
in V and Balboa, yet again 1
every formula is hit like
a one-two punch, down to
the final battle where Rocky
is losing miserably, but, what's
this? He's coming back, folks!
And he wins!
The
outcome
is
always H
inevitable and, to be frank, so is
that lump in my throat. The man,
inside me can boast that he's
never cried during a movie,
but he will always
remember Rocky as
the one that almost
brought him downmuch like Drago in
Rocky IV.
Though
it
probably
sounds
like I have totally
given
up
on
being
relevant,
I have a point. At
the risk of sounding
as cliched as Rocky V,
Hollywood just doesn't

make them the way they used to.
It's hard to believe that the original
was nominated for ten Academy/
Awards and even took home the >
Best Picture Oscar.
This year, the Academy, but
most importantly we, will
probably end up choosing
between traitorous friendsturned-billionaires, dream
infiltrating
criminals,
crotchety
cowboy, or

psychotic ballerinas. The
inspirational 127 Hours
seems to be lagging behind
in the race while The
Fighter—or Rocky for the
21st century —is injected
with its share of sex, drugs,
F and depressing life-stories
for good measure.
Don't get me wrong, I
thought this was an excellent
year in film. But my reluctance
to watch Rocky proved to me
that contemporary cinema,
with its glossy sheen, nihilist
message,
and
lampooning
cynicism, has made me jaded
and sarcastic.
I feel lucky to have finally seen
Rocky, and I know its hopeful
message will help me in the
future, like Mickey snarling and
screaming at the corner of life's
boxing ring. But I don't know if
Stallone's hero, with his innocent
worldview and dedication to
[American values, will ever
| fit in today's disillusioned
society. This is not to lament
a world gone astray, but,
more specifically, an industry
that reinforces hopelessness
(instead of eliminating it.
Rocky shows not just heart,
(but quality filmmaking used
constructively. This Oscar
season we might find comfort
in the story of a stuttering
king, but in years to come,
| perhaps an old dog from Philly
will teach us that hope can come
from the lowest and seemingly
i most hopeless circumstances.

Editor vs. Editor
This Week: Favorite Novelty Clothing Item
Nahuel Fanjul-Arguijo
Favorite Novelty Clothing Item: Fanny Pack

Sarah Dombroski
Favorite Novelty Clothing Item: Dickeys

His Thoughts: We can all sit here and talk about the millions
of reasons that fanny packs are just, ew. Well, there really
is one reason that it's ew and many reasons why it is the
most amazing novelty clothing article. Come on, if you pack
your inhaler, wallet, passport, candy bar, tourist map, and
small water in your short-short's pocket, you would look
ridiculous. The jorts you sport while you tour around New
York City can only be complimented by a bright pink fanny
pack, or maybe even a highlighter yellow one. You don't have
to worry about backpack straps or a purse getting snatched,
you just tighten your fanny pack and you're good. If you're
one of those nervous people, then just throw a windbreaker
on and cover the pack. This way, no one can make fun of you
and it just looks like you have a F.U.P. A.

Her Thoughts: I like to think that everyone knows what a "dickey" is. I'll
use it in a sentence: "Thank goodness I have my festive holiday dickey
underneath this v-neck Christmas sweater, now everyone will think I look
classy with a turtleneck on, but I won't get hot and sweaty during the group
sing-a-long of 'Silent Night7!" That, my friends, is a dickey. It is a partial
turtleneck, functional and stylish (think Uncle Eddie in National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation)'. I've always been a fan of the concept of a turtleneck
dickey, and, for the majority of my adult life, was unaware that any sort of
variation was accepted—and dare I say, embraced. But alas, yesteryear, my
roommate informed me that OXFORD dickeys exist. This sort of unearthed
evolution of business wear will be talked about for eons. I said it once, and
I'll say it again, a dickey gives an individual all of the benefits of a turtleneck
without the claustrophobically constricting features. And great news for all
of you out neck-proud men and women: they come in mock-turtlenecks, too!

His Views of Sarah: This is just ridiculous. Who would ever
wear one of these past the 1950's? Sure, it sounds like a very
practical article of clothing if you're lazy and don't want to
sweat in the summer, but, come on, how can someone look
sexy in a dickey? Personally I have never seen a dickey in use,
but I guess that's just the mystery of the article itself. I could
have seen millions, but never would have known it. Oh well,
I've never seen one other than in black and white movies, so
this does not exist. Sarah you are dumb, you are arguing for a
make believe object. How dumb.

Her Views of Nahuel: Fanny pack. F-A-N-N-Y pack. Fanny packs are meant
for children under the age of eight and 80-year-old women named Ruth (or
trendy college kids if they're neon). Usually, they come in gender-neutral colors
and have multiple, bulky pockets that restrict hip and torso movement. Imag
ine trying to be graceful wearing a fanny pack. Like, literally, I dare you. Since
we're on the topic of imagery, imagine a nude-colored fanny pack. Would that
not make you feel so uncomfortable? Walking down the boulevard, wind in
your face and sea breezes dancing through the strands of your hair. Then, all
of a sudden, you see this person racing toward you with a strange beige patch
around their stomach region. Confusion, perversion, and hesitation. All nega
tive emotions, for a negative novelty clothing item.
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by Lindsay Sheehan '11
A&E Staff
Shula's 347 Grill at the Providence Hilton
21 Atwells Ave,
Providence, RI 02903

Make reservations by calling 401-7090347 or visiting www.donshula.com.

My last experience at Shula's 347 Grill
was the first time I visited Providence
College. After a night stay at the
attached hotel, my mom and I enjoyed
a typical hotel brunch that offered
endless "carbs" and an omelet station.
I'll take it. However, when my friend
suggested we go here for this week's
"Taste," I hesitated. My last encounter
with Shula's included the little
annoyances that come with any college
visit; endless brochures and Princeton
Review facts my mom printed off the
internet, our tendency to be tardy for
any scheduled event (especially if "day"
is in the title), and the pressure of trying
to choose a school that would "define
my next four years... and life" had
overwhelmed the booth, my pancakes,
and me. Needless to say, I was naturally
hesitant to succumb to my friend's
recommendation for fear that I would
have to shake hands with those feelings
of indecision and insecurity. However,
sometimes a second date is the cure to
a crappy first.

Retro

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Shula's atmosphere offers two
extremities that are often found at an
upscale grill: an intimate dinner setting
and a trendy bar area that is energized
by flat screen T.V.'s and high seating.
TTie photos along the warm interior
highlight local sports stars and legends
as well as landmarks of the city. As you
travel over to the bar, the scene morphs
into your typical chic sports bar.
Football Hall of Fame Coach Don
Shula inspires the atmosphere. Why
347, you ask? Although it appears to
be an ambiguous number, 347 is the
number of victories in Shula's NFL
coaching career. You may expect
an emphasis on nachos and creamy
dips with such a football inspired
restaurant, but the upscale dining
highlights gourmet salads, fresh
specialty fish, and their exclusive
Premium Black Angus Beef.
Shula's location itself is unique:
attached to the Hilton and perched
on top of Starbucks, it is just a short
stroll from the Dunkin Donuts Center
toward Federal Hill. This creates a
prime location for business travelers,
young professionals, or a place to grab
drinks and dinner before or after the PC
basketball game. To top it off, the glass
casing offers superb people watching
above the city's streets. This was the
perfect place for my date and I to catch
Saturday night's victory over Louisville.
As the game ended, we skipped the

Shula's
GRILL

347

rush surrounding the Dunkin Donut's
complex and watched the flood of PC
buses, older couples, and PC graduate
"smoke shows" from above. The bar
area became increasingly crowded as
the fans filed into the restaurant from the
cold street.
If the "place to see and be seen"
atmosphere doesn't grab you, the food
will. The succulent menu offers BBQ
shrimp and crab cake-esque appetizers,
as well as sizzling steaks, pasta entrees,
and salads, complete with a wine list
that plasters the entire backside. I would
recommend the Wild Mushroom Ravioli,
a signature dish that encapsulates their
Angus Beef and specialty balsamic glaze.
The service was friendly and

efficient. There was just enough time
for us to check out the atmosphere and
have some good conversation between
ordering and receiving our meal.
However, I would make reservations
if you plan on eating before or after
a show at the PPAC or game at the
Dunk, since it can get pretty crowded.
Shula's 347 Grill is a bit on the pricy side,
and if you're not looking to throw some
dough for a $10 cocktail or $18 entree, this
is not the place. However, if you're already
starting to sweat over a place to take
that special someone on that anticipated
February day, Shula's will knock her socks
off. You're welcome, Cupid.
Grade: A-

Corner

"Those pajamas are impossible." This actually
happened. I mean, uh, what is this world coming to
when a man's... "pajama drawer" is no longer safe?
"That's correct, Wendy! We all wear masks....
"Stanley, listen to me. That girl will tear your
metaphorically speaking."
heart out, put it in a blender and hit 'frappe'."
I am not going to waste your precious time. Stanley is caught in a pickle now. He can't be
Everyone knows that '90s movies are invaluable—I himself around Tina because he gets choked up,
don't need to tell you that. I do need to tell you, but doesn't want to resort to the mask because he
however, that perhaps one of the funniest movies feels that it is not the real Stanley. Poor Ipkiss. Why
of the '90s is The Mask. Whether Ipkiss (played does it always seem that nice guys finish last.
by Jim Carrey) is driving "the loner" or checking
"Aren't you due back at the lab to have your
out the Coco Bongo nightclub, he never fails to bolts tightened?" My personal favorite is when
remember that "a girl like that is always looking The Mask is shot in Dorian's nightclub, The Coco
for the BBD: Bigger Better Deal." It is safe to say
Bongo. Immediately after he is shot, he jumps
that this movie defined my childhood.
into the arms of the man who kills him. "Hold
"IPKISS! You're 40 minutes late. Now
— me closer, Ed, it's getting dark. Tell Auntie Em
that's the same as stealing!"
to let Old Yeller out. Tell Tiny Tim I won't be
Stanley Ipkiss is your typical downcoming home this Christmas." And the best of
and-outer. He has a pretty ordinary tyt
them all: "Tell Scarlet, I do give a damn!"
job at a bank, lives alone with his
Why would this movie end poorly? Of course
dog Milo, and seems to be a hopeless
Stanley gets the girl (without the mask) and is
romantic. "All right, Mrs. PeenMAN!"
able to take down the gangster Dorian. Not
Oh, and I forgot to mention that his
t only does he get the girl, but he saves the
apartment manager, Mrs. Peenman
city. Before Stanley takes off with his girl
belittles Stanley every single day of J
and his dog, he spares a minute to tell
his (I guess pretty miserable) life.
I a reporter that he is just an "American
' with balls of steel looking out for his
One night, Ipkiss comes across a
mask in a heap of garbage. He puts
community."
on the mask, and instantly morphs
Believe me when I say that you will
into this wild man with reality
not be able to go ten minutes without
bending powers. When Ipkiss
laughing. Jim Carrey's facial expressions and
becomes the mask, he tends to be
mannerisms are beyond funny. My family and
rather suave with the ladies. One
I will forever watch this movie, maybe because
we can relate to it. Maybe because it is just
in particular—a total babe named
humor at its best. Or maybe because there is
Tina (played by Cameron Diaz) —
is Stanley's dream girl. She is
nothing more fun than saying "IPKISS."
"The Coco Bongo Club. Hottest
one of Stanley's clients at the
bank, and unfortunately every
new joint in town. Only the creme de
time he is around her without
la creme need apply. So how do we
get in?" Oh and last thing. Never
the mask, he ends up blowing his
let a mechanic tell you: "The brake
chance. When he does have the
i drums are shot and you need a
mask, however, Tina is eating out
new transmission."
of the palm of his hand. Trust me
when I tell you that this movie
will bring you tears of laughter.
by Maxwell Kravitz '12
A&E Staff
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Like words?
Like writing
cool things
with words?!

JOIN the A+E
STAFF so you
can be interesting
and hilarious in a
public forum!

Pick up an
application in
Slavin LL05 today

Roving

Photography
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If you were the groundhog, what would be
the first thing you would say?

"We want Ledo back!"
Jack Annunziato 'll, Patrick Brennan 'll,
Ryan Wainwright '11

"Nothing...groundhogs don't talk!"
Kate James '13, Elisabeth Jeffcote '13

"Forget this weather, I'm going back to sleep."
Brian Vignati '13

"Thank gosh they let us on the Ark!"
Reverend Peter M. Batts, O.P.

"All I see is snow!"
Kelly Branham '12, Joelle Bove '12, Carly Babel '12,
Kevin Smith '12

"Oh, would you look at that!"
Max Widmer '12, Andrew Dalbac '12,
Nick Jecewiz '11

"This is getting
repetitive."
-Punxsutawney Phil
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PC IN PICTURES

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL

Students attended the Student Involvement Fair on Monday, Jan. 31 to learn
more about the various extracurricular activities offered on campus.
CHRIS CACCIAVILLANI ’14/ THE COWL

Hit the Road Mubarak and
Don't You Come Back!
by Bridget Reed '12

RUTH DONAGHEY ’13/ THE COWL

MbtGGhS
Dr. W o o d s b y D erek K n o x '11
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Poetry

Daily Identity Crisis

PHOTO COURTESY JASCHA HOSte

by Blake Bergeron '11
Portfolio Staff
She woke up confused. Didn’t know where she was. Wasn’t even sure
of the year. ’92 maybe? Not that it mattered. She had a number of
false starts following sporadic gunshots in her brain. Twitching trigger
thoughts, swift, inconclusive:

The Threadbare Chair
by Margaret Barresi '12
Portfolio Staff
In the corner of his living room sits a threadbare chair,
Those who visit call it an eye sore, and ask him why it's there.
For the most part he forgets to answer, for he promised not to share,
His story with these people, he knows do not care.

A warm spring day down South, marks the time and place,
A ringlet falling from his mother’s hat while she rushes through the space.
Drops of light and liquid reflections frame her lovely face,
To the town, to the store, to the house! She would always race.

At first he didn’t like it, when it was delivered to their home,
He didn’t like the color, and the cushions felt like stone.
But every night in that chair, he would watch his mother comb,
The blond silk ribbon of her curls, as she chatted on the phone.
It was in that chair, all dressed in black, he sat and stared for hours,
Cradling his knees, rubbing his eyes, nauseous from the flowers.
In that chair he listened for her laugh through the summer showers,
Praying it would spare him, from the crashing of his worldly towers.
But time ran on, and so did he, up and up he grew,
Out of that house, out of that town, the only path he knew.
But going on without her, was something he could not do,
So with him came that sorry chair, despite the cracked and faded blue.

So now you know for certain, that is, if you are to care,
Why in the corner of his living room, sits that ugly chair.
And although his life has carried on, he still can see her there,
Pushing and pulling that porcelain comb, through her golden hair.

1.

lama politician famous for protecting the rights of the
Alaskan elk. I am hiding from the secret threat of an electric
snake sent by my enemies to strangle me.

2.

I am a virtuoso violinist and an adoring fan has removed the
left lobe of my brain. She intends to use it as an ingredient in
the creation of a chemical soup concerto.

3.

I live here with a ten-year-old boy named Umberto and his
father, a magician named Brad. He has hidden my memory
because he loves me. Loves to tease me. Loves me.

Each thread led to a neurotic blue flame that burned behind her eyes.
Exhausted, she slept four more hours. Woke up. Found some eggs in the
refrigerator and made breakfast. Found some clothes in a dresser and
made an outfit-silk and denim. It fit surprisingly well. She sat down at a
desk and studied stacks of bank receipts, printed e-mails, fliers for magic
shows. It appeared all of her hunches were true. She was a politician
violinist missing the left lobe of her brain, in danger of assassination and
deeply loved by a magician. This, at least, was better than being confused.

You Might Get Shot
by Bobby Bretz '12
Portfolio Staff

Someday, you might understand
Someday, boy, you might be a man
Someday, you might get made
Someday, boy, you might get made
With a gun to your head
And a smile on your face
In a notable fashion
In a fashionable place
Someday,
Someday,
Someday,
Someday,

you might understand
boy, you might be a man
you just might understand
boy, you might be fine

Someday, you’ll finally be healed
Someday, boy, you’ll finally be healed
So you won’t have to pray
No, you won’t have to kneel
And you might get shot
But you’re sure to get real

Someday, you might understand
Someday, boy, you might be a man
Someday, you just might understand
Someday, boy, you might be fine
Someday, you just might understand
Someday, boy, you might be fine...
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Behold, the Reckoning:
Exodus
by Conor Leary 'll
Portfolio Editor

Fiction

through it as the polished presence on the
television screen read with trembling eyes
words of the deepest urgency.
His
day
ended
with
the
taste of apples on his breath.
"Are you alright?" Elliot did not
respond once to that question. He acted
as distracted as any human could be
before the person he was with decided
the date needed to end. It was over
before it started and left Elliot with a
raging stomach. On his way home, the
intensity would only froth and foam
further. There was a hysterical sensation
that poisoned the dty around him.
He noticed small and minimal things.
There were no newspapers in the
dispensing machines. There were no
sirens. There were no children seen and
no innocent sounds heard. He noticed
he should have felt unsafe, frightened,
and uncertain of the events to come.
It was a tiny feeling compared to the
spreading temptation sitting on his lips.
He pursed them together to ignite die
passion of his dream. He had done it
throughout the date. He probably had
given false hope before it had all come to
an end. He had not eaten an apple that
day, but the taste was too familiar. He
remembered in the dream taking a bite.
He remembered the fruit falling down
his throat and plummeting into him. He
remembered the extended hand and it
made it seem like the world around him
and its most recent tragedy was nothing
to worry about. He did not want to be
there anyway and he thought maybe his
vision's world would be more peaceful.
Her night ended with the sound of
church bells. Valerie listened to their cries
of hysteria. She peered in the direction
of where she had come. Her eyes were
preternatural and saw towards the
gutted center of the world with its ocular
roofs and sharp points crying like raised
heads towards heaven. The basilicas and
cathedrals yearned like the souls of the
earth. They echoed with the pain as if
each was being shot, point blank. They
echoed their pain for a godly response,
one Valerie knew would not come at
least that night. She had been visited
by her vision and had felt angel's blood
behind her trigger finger. When it seared
her heart, she had fired.
"Let us pray." His day ended before it
began. Benjamin sat in the common room
of the seminary and watched how Father
Dominic trembled. He seemed possessed
and uncontrollable. He murmured his
prayers through tears. They all did.
"And pray..." Benjamin bowed his
head and prayed for the world.
"And pray..." Valerie hissed through
her teeth, passing a glowing television.
She found beauty in the world's tragedy.
She found it a gorgeous beginning to its
entire end.
"And pray..." Elliot went to bed early
that night to escape back into his dreams.
"And pray..." Monica heard someone
whisper. The news broadcast looped
endlessly. The Pope had been assassinated,
the assassin slipping through all known
and unknown security measures to do it
Monica held a random hand. She pinched
her eyes shut and heard a voice as she
prayed for hope.
"Behold, the reckoning is upon the
world, and pray..."

Her day ended when the sun went
down. Monica was lying in her lonely
bed, her eyes dry of the tears she wanted
to cry. She felt paralyzed, lying in a
hospital with the scent of embalming
fluids and funeral flowers filling her
nose. It made her immobile limbs, tucked
beneath sheets, tucked into the boards of
her bed, tingle. She wanted to run away
from everything she had learned that
day, but she knew no matter how much
ground she traveled or how hard she
heat the face of the earth with her shoes,
the images would always be there. They
would always be inside her head.
His day ended undeniably after
what he considered to be one of the last
meals he would ever enjoy. Elliot had not
prepared the meal, but he felt its existence
huming a hole in his stomach, weighing
its way through him like a heavy and
stumbling coal. It had not been his idea
to meet the person his best friend had
set him up with. He had not chosen the
restaurant and he had not asked his date
to pick him up. The dinner itself ended
before it began. Elliot was distracted,
contemplating the news he had heard just
that day and contemplating the forever
taste of nectar on the tip of his tongue.
Her day ended with a flick of an ember.
Standing on the comer of a dirty street,
Valerie had traveled hours that day on a bus.
She let the relieving smoke of her cigarette
fill her up and breathed the freshness
deeper into her. She let the smoke feed the
fires of her stomach. She stood in the sounds
of the dty, absorbing them while enjoying
the salt of her cigarette's filter mixing with
the smudged lipstick across her mouth. She
could hear babies crying and cars zooming
on the highway. She heard the grinding of
constipated organs, babyish and coiled as
they fought for expansion. She heard the
internal gears of driving minds, slinging
both subliminal and vocal misgivings
towards the other beings on the road as they
ran. They made her smile.
His day ended before it began. Benjamin
was sure of it when he awoke to the
sounds of his alarm clock going off and
the murmuring of his roommate's soft
steps. He sat up so quickly, his mind spun
with images of blood, gnawed limbs, and
headless trunks. He blinked in the dawn
shadows cascading like demonic claws
through the windows set near the ceiling.
His fingers appeared to him, gripping and
dancing with movements that felt familiar
to him. He remembered the slashing he had
done and the jabbing he had committed
in his dream. He felt the strain in his wrist
when he pushed himself to his bedside.
"Good morning," his roommate uttered
with little enthusiasm. He was gone
before Benjamin could return the blessing.
Benjamin felt his fingers whine as he lifted
the crucifix around his neck and touched it
to his lips. He prayed for peace.
Her day ended when someone raised
the volume of the small television set in the
teacher's lounge. Monica had been stirring
coffee. Evelyn was supposed to meet her
before their classes began. Monica was
giving a quiz today on colors to her firstgraders. Before Evelyn ever arrived, an
urgent news broadcast echoed through
the room. A gasp ripped from someone's The countdown to the Reckoning continues...
throat and it made Monica tighten her hold
9...
around her cup. She felt the searing heat
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Staff Picks
of the Week
The Book Thief
by Markus Zusack
Told from the lips of Death itself, The Book Thief is a novel set during
the dark times of the Holocaust and tells the tale of a young German girl,
Liesel Meminger, as she witnesses the unfolding of the Second World War.
Facing the German Nazi regime and hiding a Jewish refugee in her foster
family’s basement, Liesel still manages to have the normal experiences
any adolescent girl naturally encounters. The novel springs forth with
coming-of-age majesty as Liesel grows up and learns to grapple with
death, immorality, and the darkness of humanity.
Zusack’s novel also acts like a copy of Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations.
After finishing The Book Thief, I found myself wishing I could quote his
wonderful writing whenever I could. He writes with such ease and grace
that it makes any hopeful author want to crawl under his or her bed out
of the fear of never being able to string together words that would sound
so unbelievable and beautiful. Lines such as "The only thing worse than
a boy who hates you: a boy that loves you,” "So much good, so much evil.
Just add water,” and "It kills me sometimes... how people die” really show
the genius of his writing. His story and the techniques he uses to produce
it brings the excellence of the story to a whole new level. Anyone who
enjoys a historical novel and a few good tears should read this book. Oh,
and don’t forget the Kleenex.

—Keely Mohin '14

The Great Gatsby
by F. Scott Fitzgerald
I distinctly remember the summer I spent at a mansion on Long Island,
sipping iced tea while merrily gossipping about high society. Oh wait,
this isn't my life. Nonetheless, while reading The Great Gatsby by F. Scott
Fitzgerald, I could not help but feel as if I were there with Daisy, Nick, and of
course, Gatsby, as they experience a summer of extravagant parties, petty
acquaintances, and unexpected demises.
This novel takes place during the roaring 20's, back when vacationing
on East Egg, a wealthy community on the Long Island sound, was the
"bee's knees."Our narrator is Nick Carraway, a young bachelor from
the Midwest who moves next door to the mysterious and wealthy Jay
Gatsby. Nick and Gatsby quickly become close friends who spend their
time drinking and enjoying their frivolous lives. However, fortune takes
a turn for the worse when Gatsby falls in love with the married Daisy
Buchanan, prompting events that would change the course of all of their
lives forever. Fitzgerald has written a book which captivatingly portrays
the lives of the wealthy during the Golden Age of American history.
Though quite interesting, I found the characters too silly and vain to be
taken entirely seriously. However, the story line is one which will keep you
reading even after you have finished your iced tea. "Attaboy," Fitzgerald!
—Dara Plath '13
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The Wonderful
World of Disney
by Dara Plath '13
Asst. Portfolio Editor
ESSAY

Love
by Arman Oganisian ’13
Guest Portfolio

So strong a pain, and sharp a pang,
Strikes the pillars of my soul,
As the wind wails over where we sat
And harsh nostalgia takes its toll.
Visions of you and visions of us
Vex my eyes and turn to dust.
You sat here and I stood there,
Under this tree, so lush and fair.

The sun would shine and sparrows sung
For our love and youthful bliss.
Here, we were bethrothed, as we
held hands
And talked of traveling to distant lands.
Then you fell ill; I followed suit.
You recovered, while I regressed.
First the coughing, then sharp pains,
Then the fever, then blood stains.

Your visits stopped. Your letters ceased.
Scared you’d contract my malady?
And so I suffered and so I passed,
Thinking of you until my dying last.
They buried me here under our tree.
You set my stone and said goodbye.
You left that day and never came back,
As the bird-songs stopped and the
sun went black.

They buried me here under our dead tree,
Now this dead night, now this dead cold,
Offer no comfort to a dead man’s soul,
A dead man’s soul whose heart you stole. I

PHOTO COURTESY ALLISON CHOPPICK

We all have a favorite Disney movie.
That girl you see in Ray all tire time,
the boy you sit next to in Civ seminar,
you know they are all secretly singing,
"I'll Make a Man out of You" (that's
from Mulan, for anyone who wasn't a
child). I was recently reacquainted with
a few of my favorite Disney movies. It
was winter break and the weatherman
was predicting a colossal snowstorm
that would trump any storm ever seen
by the likes of humanity before. So,
a couple of my friends and I had the
brilliant idea that instead of facing this
Armageddon alone, we would gather
our 19 and 20-year-old selves and have
a sleepover—complete with microwave
popcorn, hot chocolate, and classic
Disney movies—on VHS, of course.
Before I describe what movies we
watched, I feel as if I owe an explanation
as to why Disney movies are the best thing
since sliced bread. First of all, I believe
they are the perfect cure for any form of
sickness, whether it be swine, a broken
heart, or just the winter time blues. Don't
tell me you haven't felt ready to kick some
serious butt after watchingMu/an, or dance
around your room like you're the king
of the Sahara singing, "Hakuna Matata."
And frankly, who needs The Notebook,
when you can watch Ariel and Eric drift
along a calm, gleaming lagoon while an
eccentric crab sings, "Kiss the Girl." A
second reason why Disney movies should
be taught in every American school is that
they are timeless. I know that one day I'll
make my kids watch these movies and
they will love them just as much as I do (or
I will exchange them for a different pair).
The messages that these animated movies
convey are ones which will resonate in the
minds and hearts of its viewers for many
years. I know that may sound extremely
cliched and unconvincing; nonetheless,
I believe that having the inner strength
to defend those you love and what you
believe in (Pocahontas), and being able to
look beyond exterior appearances and into
the true heart of a person (Beauty and the
Beast) are lessons which should be taught to
every child. What better way to show this
than through the magical world of Disney?
Third, I'm pretty much in love with every
Disney prince there ever was. Think about
it: the wavy hair that curls in all the right
places, the loose shirts which always seem
to be billowing in some imaginary breeze.
Props to the animators who drew these
men: they were my Edward Cullen before
Twilight even existed.
So now that we have an explanation
of why Disney movies are awesome, I'll
tell you about that cold, January day (and

we actually did get a lot of snow so yay
weatherman for being right!). The first
movie we watched was Mulan, one of my
personal favorites. The music is amazing,
the storyline riveting, and I definitely
jumped for joy when Mulan made it to
the top of that pole and threw the arrow
in her commander's face (girl power!).
Our second choice was Aladdin, and in
my opinion, it is the epitome of a Disney
movie. I remember watching this movie as
a little girl and imagining myself flying on
a magic carpet through a starry Arabian
night. I was always so envious of Jasmine's
dark hair and (semi-inappropriate) outfit.
However, Jasmine is far from my favorite
princess. It was yet another classic Disney
movie that I would watch every day after
school, hoping that eventually I would
be transported into that magical world of
talking candle sticks and charming beasts.
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, my favorite
Disney movie is Beauty and the Beast, which
also happened to be on our list.
At this point, you're probably wondering
how long we spent watching movies, and
I can honestly and unabashedly tell you
that we sat on the couch all day (which
explains why I've been living at the gym).
But eventually the snow plows cleared the
streets and we ran out of hot chocolate mix,
so we decided to watch one last movie;
the wonderful, the historical, Anastasia.
*Authors note: Anastasia is not technically a
Disney movie; it was made by 20th Century
Fox. However, in my mind, Anastasia ranks
just as high as any authentic Disney movie.
In fact, I enjoy it more than some valid ones
(cough, Lilo and Stitch, cough). In any case,
how could you pass up Meg Ryan and John
Cusack doing some pretty incredible voice
overs? And how about the wonderfully
captivating music and animation: it's the
stuff of dreams.
Now, I wish I could go on and on
about all the classic Disney movies that
both defined and brought a sense of
enchantment to my childhood. However,
I have yet to start my Civ reading and
The Cowl is just not long enough for that.
I will leave you with these final words:
no matter how old you are, despite how
"cool" you think you are, even if you
have to pass up a night at Clubbies (really,
that place is not that great), I highly
recommend spending a night watching
these movies. It's not only a trip down
memory lane, but a way to forget about
that daunting Civ test or those looming
interviews for every club on campus.
It's an escape into a world where good
triumphs over evil and love conquers all.
And in a world where what's just and
honorable is sometimes obscured within
the chaos and confusion of everyday life,
it's important not to forget what a few
helpful dwarves or a toy named Woody
can achieve: pure, unadulterated magic.

Girl with
Her HairCut
Short
by Tom Nailor ’12
Portfolio Staff

After Muriel Rukeyser’s "The Boy with
His Hair Cut Short”

Saturday shuts down on this twentyfirst century evening
The traffic passes. Neon and
nighttime define
the barroom, the hard-backed
booth,
the boy, and the girl’s thin hands
entwined in his,
the jukebox, singing hip-hop hits
about asking for it.

He sits at the table, eyes down, her
young clear neck exposed
by the bob cut, or the pixie cut, or
whatever she’s calling it
Her short hair that seems to scream,
while she,
simple in floral pattern and black,
smiling
next to him slides her thin hand up
his leg.
A girl’s short hair always makes the
same impression:
Artistic renegade! He coughs,
impressed by the message.
He feels like a child, forever floored
by this simple trim,
and her face, backlit by neon, pale as
he considers:
whether she will let him get away
with anything.

She reminds him of his own
traditionalism, and the idea
that she’ll keep him in line: “You’ll
never be
able to rein me in, and trust me I’m
the real thing,
Bohemian and insuring a constant
chase!” Smiling he raises
his glass and takes a long draught of
his beer.

He sees his decency laid'out, newforgotten,
his morality dead on the table. He
lets his smile stick, meeting
her earnest hopeful look, seeing the
whites of her teeth
shining in the darkened booth, the
impersonal neon, her mouth
slowly moving in towards his,
tongues darting forgetfully.
PHOTO COURTESY MICHAL ZACHARZEWSKI
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The Night-time Healers:
A Secret Revealed

by Keely Mohin T4
Portfolio Staff

Fiction
We were waiting in the woods for
the portal to the Central Valley to
appear. It was a frosty night, the kind
where our breath formed little white
clouds in the night air. I shifted from
foot to foot and rubbed my hands
together to combat the numbness
spreading through my body. Grady,
however, stood completely still,
except for the occasional twitch to
check his watch. He resisted the urge
to indulge in the feeling of cold...as
usual. He clenched his jaw and bit
his lip, refusing to admit for even
a nanosecond that he was freezing.
He treated feeling, sensitivity, tand
emotion as if they were enemies, yices,
and horrible habits. I rolled my eyes.
"Are you going to speak to me?" I
asked with my eyebrows raised.
"About
what?"
Grady
asked
absentmindedly as his eyes grazed the
darkened trees, searching for the golden
light signaling the' arrival of the portal.
"You know about what! Our little
moment of awkwardness in that girl's
room. You got all weirded out when I said
I envied her emotions." Grady glanced
my way and raised his. hands slowly to
his mouth and blew into them slowly. I
felt an inward sense of satisfaction. Even
he couldn't pretend to be an automaton.
"I haven't the slightest idea what
you mean."
"Yes you do!" I yelled and my voice
reverberated through the night air.
Somewhere in the distance, a dog barked.
"Can you keep it down?! The portal
will be here any minute! A healer may
hear you!"
"So?" I asked indignantly.
A sudden look of dark and utter
panic crossed Grady's face. I staggered,
caught off-guard. He circled slowly,

checking to see if anyone of our kind
was anywhere in the distance. Finally
satisfied that we were alone, he
grabbed my forearm and dragged me
quickly, deeper and deeper into the
woods until there was barely any light
from the stars straining through the
branches and leaves of the massive oak
trees. I struggled hopelessly against
his grip the entire way and stumbled
countless times over rocks and broken,
rotting branches. Finally, he stopped
walking in a small clearing.
"What the hell are you doing?" I
asked as I pulled my arm roughly from
his grasp.
"I'm going to tell you something;
something I could be killed for." I
stared blankly at him for a moment
and then broke into hysterical laughter.
Fie, wai ted calmly, until I,stopped • "Are
you done now?" he asked dryly.
"Yeah, I think that's all there is."
"Good. Now, have you ever heard
of the era of the Dark Healer?"
"The what?" I asked and Grady sighed.
"How old are you?" he asked
impatiently.
"Seventeen. Why?" Grady squinted
his eyes as if he was calculating some
sum in his head.
"That means it all came to an end
two years before you were bom..."
"What did?!"
"The era of the Dark Healer. I was
three at the time."
Grady took a deep breath and sat
down on a rotting tree stump. He ran
his hand through his hair and tapped
his foot nervously against the ground. I
felt my heartbeat begin to quicken and
feared that something horrible was
about to happen, or had happened. I
couldn't fathom what it had to do with
me, why I needed to know, or why
Grady felt it was so imperative that I
be told in secret. I bit my lip, folded
my arms across my chest, and sat
down quietly beside him, staring into

the dark night. He breathed slowly
beside me, as if attempting to calm
his nerves. I glanced sideways at him
and he appeared as white as a ghost. I
noticed his hands shook violently and
I reached out to place my own on his.
He pulled away quickly when he felt
my touch and I glanced away quickly
in embarrassment.
"Have you ever wondered why we
suppress emotion?"he asked in a whisper.
"Suppress it? I thought we didn't
feel it." Grady laughed humorlessly
beside me.
"You of all people should know that
is not true." He smiled at me, a nice
smile, and I saw a sweetness in Grady
I had not known existed before. It
freaked me out.
"I just thought I was weird, and that,
tyell, no offense, that yqu were, kind
of a jerk," I said with a shrug. Grady
laughed out loud.
"You aren't as weird as you might
think," Grady said, his laughter fading.
An ancient sadness coated his voice
and his very being.
"What do you mean?" I asked
breathlessly.
"We weren't always emotionless.
We didn't always procreate upon
assignment. We didn't always despise
humanity or view it as a simple means
of sustenance. There was a time when
we saw our ability as honorable...as
meaningful... as something in line with
the cosmic order of things. Something
willed by God. It all changed. The ruling
Elders banned emotion..."
"Why? What happened?" I asked.
Curiosity coursed through my veins like
venom. I felt as though I would burst
with excitement.
Finally, I thought, a hope for the
horrible way of being that we Healers had
subjected ourselves to... walking through
the streets without smiles... alking about
nonsense like the weather and healing
assignments and how well people slept...

feeling alone in a crowded room because
showing affection or interest or desire
would mean something punishable by
Healer Law.
"What happened? What always
happens.. .in the human realm at least.
A heart was broken. A healer heart."
"What?" I asked doubtfully. "Whose?"
"My
uncle,
Liam's.
Tabitha's
brother." Tabitha. Tabitha. Tabitha. The
name rang a bell.
"Tabitha? As
in,
the healer
imprisoned a few years back for
stealing bread from the market?"
Grady laughed sinisterly.
"She never stole anything. She was a
part of the Resistance."
"The what?" I asked, my brows
scrunched. Grady sighed, as if not
knowing whether he should continue.
He closed his eyes, leaned his head
down, and pinched the bridge of
his nose with his right thumb and
forefinger. He took a deep breath and
looked up.
"What's the Resistance?!"
"Quiet!" Grady snapped, any sign of
his former amicability gone in an instant.
I suppressed the sob rising in my throat.
A tear streamed down my cheek slowly.
Grady's face softened and he reached out
slowly, catching the tear on his finger.
"Funny, isn't it?" he asked. "The
mayhem that can ensue from a
single tear? From a single, solitary,
inconsequential, little tear?"
"Are you ever going to tell me what
you are talking about?"
"Yes," he said thoughtfully, "I just
have to start from the beginning. So
you've never heard of Liam. How
about a girl named Faye?" I answered
no, and Grady nodded slowly.
"Well you better settle in," he
said darkly, "because it's going to be
quite a tale."

To be continued...

Announcement!
The Portfolio Staff is still Cookingfor creative,
dedicated, and enthusiastic writers. Ifyoufit this
description, come pickup an application in SCavin QOS!
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Napoli
Pizzeria

298 Pocasset Ave. I providence. Rl 02909

WE DELIVER
401944 2466
We Accept Most Major Credit Cards

DON'T BINGE DRINK

MON - WED: 11:00AM - 1.2:00AM
TH U RS - SAT: 11:00AM - 2:00AM
SUN: 1:00PM - 2:00AM

DISCOUNT
DEAL

i

FREE
PIZZA

FREE
CALZONE

*2.00 off:

i

Any Order of
$1 5.00 or More

,
i

1
,
’

Limited Ume Offer. Not to be
Combined wKh Any O»her Offer. Mw*
Meotior: Cotton Wiker-- Ordering.

1
<
*

Buy 2 Calzones
at Regular Price
& Get the 3rd

FREE

Umttea Ji«se Offer. Nat to be
Combined w»’h Any Ober Offer. Mus*
Mention Couoty When Ordering

PIZZA
SPECIAL
I
2 Large
t
I 1 -Topping Pizzas ]

,i
ii

Buy a Lg. Stuffed *
Pizza & Get a
t
Sm. Cheese Pizza <

I ’
>I
11

_ Limited Y>me Offer. Not to b«
|
Cc-mfeinerf with Any Oner Offer. Must
Mention Couan When Ordering,
’

FREE

GAME TIME
SPECIAL
2 Large 1-Topping

I *15.99.,.. : *21.99...
*
|

_ Limned "Hme Offer. No« to ?>e
--amomed wrfh Any Other Offer.
Mar.var. Coven When Ordering.

I
I

Limited 1 irr>« Offer. No: to be
Combined *>»to Any

Among 18 to 24-year-olds in the United States/
injuries are the leading cause of death, and
alcohol is the leading contributor, being a
factor in more than 5,000 deaths in that age
group each year. To place that number in
perspective, it exceeds the total number of U.S.
soldiers who have died in the war in Iraq.*

i

i
i
i
i
i
i

’National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, Division of Epidemiology and
Prevention Research, 5635 Fishers Lane, Room 2077, Bethesda, Maryland 20892-9304
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores • Standings • Statistics • Schedules • Standouts

Standouts

Marshon Brooks

Courtney Larcom

Men's Basketball
Senior — Stone Mountian, Ga.
Brooks had 24 points and seven rebounds in the
Friars' 68-63 victory over South Florida last night.

Women's Swim & Dive
Senior — Morristown, N.J.
Larcom won the 800-meter and 400-meter freestyle
events in the Friars' victory over Holy Cross on Saturday.

Scores

Schedules

Friday, Jan. 28
Men's Indoor Track at the Terrier Invitational
Women's Indoor Track at the Terrier Invitational
Women's Hockey at Boston College
Men's Hockey vs. New Hampshire

Individual Results
Individual Results
L, 3-1
L, 5-2

Saturday, Jan. 29
Women's Basketball vs. St. John's
Men's Swim & Dive vs. Holy Cross
Women's Swim & Dive vs. Holy Cross
Men's Track at the Terrier Invitational
Women's Track at the Terrier Invitational
Men's Hockey at New Hampshire

Friday, Feb. 4
Men's Track at the Giegengack Invitational
Women's Track at the Giegengack Invitational
Men's Hockey at Vermont
Men's Swim & Dive at Syracuse
Women's Swim & Dive at Syracuse

All Day
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
TBA
TBA

L, 69-53
W, 192-107
W, 195-104
Individual Results
Individual Results
L,5-l

Saturday, Feb. 5
Men's Track at the Giegengack Invitational
Women's Track at the Giegengack Invitational
Men's Basketball at Georgetown
Men's Hockey at Vermont
Men's Swim & Dive at Syracuse
Women's Swim & Dive at Syracuse

All Day
11:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
TBA
TBA

Sunday, Jan. 30
Men's Basketball at Seton Hall
Women's Hockey at Vermont

L, 81-71
L,l-0

Sunday, Feb. 6
Women's Basketball at Seton Hall
Women's Hockey vs. Boston College

2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 1
Women's Basketball at West Virginia

L, 91-64

Wednesday, Feb. 9
Women's Basketball vs. Villanova

7:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 2
Men's Basketball vs. South Florida

W, 68-63

Standings
Women's Hockey East

Men's Hockey East
Hockey East
L
W
T
Team
2
2
New Hampshire 13
0
5
Boston College 14
5
5
3oston University 9
3
5
Merrimack
9
4
5
Maine
8
5
7
Northeastern
7
4
8
5
Massachusetts
4
10
3
’rovidence
3
11
3
Vermont
0
16
3
JMass-Lowell

Overall
L
W
5
15
6
18
12
7
15
5
11
7
8
10
6
13
7
12
5
15
4
20

T
4
0
7
4
6
6
4
5
4
2

Hockey East
Team
W
L
T
Boston University 11
1
3
Boston College
10
3
2
Connecticut
8
6
1
Providence
8
1
7
Northeastern
6
7
3
New Hampshire 5
10
0
4
Maine
10
2
2
10
Vermont
4

Overall
W
L
2
21
16
5
12
15
17
10
14
9
12
13
10
14
5
14

T
3
4
1
1
4
0
4
9
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with Chris Torello
Commentary
"I don't think I have anything left to
give," said a choked up Brett Favre in
front of the Green Bay media on March
4, 2008. "It's over."
Favre had said his good-byes and
was thanking every person in the
Packers organization. He was ready to
retire to his home in Mississippi where
he could mow his lawn and make the
white t-shirt and Wrangler Jeans his
permanent uniform for the remainder
of his life.
Then, he did an interview with
David Letterman.
Favre explained to the late night host
that he had not ruled out a comeback. "I
mean, it was never a clear-cut decision.
I can't expect people to understand. I
think people have all faced decisions at
times where you never know."
Favre began to say that the Packers
had forced him out. They had told him
that they needed a decision early in the
off season or they were moving on. It
was a small war of words (blown up
by ESPN) that pinned Brett against his
beloved Packers.
Then, in July, he asked the Packers
for his unconditional release. This
came following the organization's
decision to move forward with Aaron
Rodgers as their starting quarterback.
(It's worked out for them).
On Aug. 7, 2008, in the early hours
of the morning, my best friend and

Jets fan, Jack Annunziato, received my
phone call of congratulations. "What
are you talking about?" He asked.
I told him to turn on his television
and flip to ESPN. I could hear him
reading
the
bottom-of-the-screen
ticker like it was yesterday: "Breaking
News: The Green Bay Packers agree to
trade Brett Favre to the New York...
AAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!"
Then I hung up.
That
morning
Facebook
was
consumed by Jets fans' statuses: "Brett
is a Jet." I was not happy about this. But
then I remembered that Eric Mangini
was their head coach and I was able to
move on with my life.
The Jets were one of the best
teams in the NFL through 11 games
of the season; then Favre threw two
touchdowns and nine interceptions
over the final five games. The Jets
stumbled with a 1-4 record over this
stretch. They missed the playoffs. My
best friend was upset. I was laughing.
(Okay, at the time it was very mean;
but now everyone laughs when the
Jets lose.)
That off season Favre said he was
calling it quits—again.
Then, Favre became a Viking. He
called them the team he had wanted to
play for since he left Green Bay.
The Vikings were one of the best
teams in the NFL in 2009. (Sound
familiar?) They were the two-seed in
the NFC Playoffs. They made it to the

Ex-Packer Favre
Deserves What
He Gets

TALLMAURICE.BLOGSPOT.COM

NFC Championship game in New
Orleans. In the final minute of the game,
the score was tied and the Vikings had
the ball. They had just made their way
into Saints territory. They were about 10
yards away from field goal range. Favre
rolled out to his right and was surely
going to have to run with the ball with
the play breaking down, but he didn't.
He threw it into triple coverage in the
middle of the field. It was picked off.
The Vikings lost in overtime.
Favre returned to Minnesota for the
2010 season. He was awful. He was
dreadful. The Vikings were terrible
because of Favre.

The Packers are playing in the Super
Bowl this Sunday thanks in large part
to their quarterback, Aaron Rodgers.
With a win, Rodgers would match
Favre with one Super Bowl Ring. Even
if the Packers lose, Rodgers will see the
Super Bowl again. He is too talented
not to. He is also more disciplined in
the pocket and controls the game far
better than Favre did in his early years
in Green Bay.
Favre will have to watch from his
couch in Mississippi as his replacement
leads his team out of the tunnel for
Super Bowl XLV. He will probably hate
it. He deserves to be in this situation.
He caused it himself. He tried to hold
the Packers hostage following the
2006 and 2007 seasons. After 2008, the
Packers were quick to shut the door
once he said the words, "I am retiring."
They were right to do so.
Favre will go down as one of the
greatest quarterbacks to ever play in
the NFL. He will also go down as one
of the biggest soap-opera stars the NFL
has ever seen (thanks in large part to
ESPN's obsession with him).
Favre no longer holds the world
of football in his hands. He is an
old man. He ended his career three
years after it should have ended. He
deserves to have to watch the Packers
in the Super Bowl. He was the cause
of his situation and now, he is just
an observer wishing he could be in
Aaron Rodgers' situation.

HOOPS: Brooks'24 Points Leads Providence over USF
continued from back page
with a three on the next possession to
increase the advantage to five.
But the Friars' lead would not last
long as the Bulls regained the upper
hand at the 5:23 mark. For the rest of
the first half, the lead changed hands
nearly every possession as it went back
and forth rapidly. When the half-time
buzzer rang, the Bulls led the Friars by
a score of 30-29.
South Florida came out of the locker
room and scored on their first few
possessions to build a six-point lead.
But once again, senior leader Marshon
Brooks was able to turn things around
for the Friars and help them to regain
the lead around the 11 minute mark.
And the Friars would never look back.
A swish from behind the arc by Mondy
increased the Friars' lead to seven
points, and ninety seconds later, Ray
Hall '11 gave PC their largest lead of
the night, 56-47.
"We wouldn't have been able to pull
this one out without Ray Hall tonight,"
said PC Head Coach Keno Davis. Hall,
who has not been a huge contributor
off the bench this year, showed why
he is worthy of a spot on the roster
tonight. Hall, who stands at seven feet
and weighs in at 285 pounds, gave the
Friars some great minutes as he was
able to disrupt the Bulls' defense while
contributing offensively as well.
The Bulls knocked down a few threepointers to shrink the Friars' lead to a
"too close for comfort" three points with
19 seconds remaining, but very solid
foul shooting allowed the Friars to pull
this one out. "We knew this game was
going to come down to free throws at
the end," said Davis. "So this week, we
worked on our foul shooting." The hard
work paid off as the Friars picked up
another important conference victory
by a final score of 68-63. Brooks led

SAADIA AHMAO ’14/THE COWL

Gerard Coleman ’14 had nine points and two blocked shots against Seton Hall on Sunday, Jan. 30,
in the Friars' 81-71 loss.

all scorers with 24 points and Mondy
notched four key assists.
Last night's win came after a
disappointing 81-71 loss to Seton Hall
on Sunday. The Friars entered the game
hoping to extend their winning streak to
three games. The road, however, proved
to be unfriendly to the Friars.
Providence scored a mere 23 first
half points and failed to hit a single

three-pointer in seven attempts during
the half. Meanwhile, Seton Hall, which
is now 4-5 in conference, cut through
the Providence offense. The Pirates'
Herb Pope and Jeff Robinson did most
of the offensive work by putting up 23
and 20 points, respectively.
For the Friars, the struggling Bilal
Dixon '13 shouldered the load in his
home state of New Jersey. He put up

an impressive double-double with 17
joints and 10 rebounds in the breakout
performance he and fans have been
ooking for. Top scorers for the Friars
were Brooks and Council, who both
turned in 20-point performances.
Council also chipped in five assists,
and was bettered only by Seton Hall's
Jeremy Hazell, who contributed six on
the afternoon.
The second half effort for the Friars
was better than that of the first, but it
was still not enough to match or beat
a Seton Hall team that had established
a 16-point lead by the half. Some lategame heroics and desperate fouling
with minutes remaining were not
enough, so the Friars dropped the
game 81-71. The 10-point deficit
at the game's conclusion was an
improvement from the 19-point lead
the Pirates held over the Friars with
6:48 remaining in the second half.
Eight games remain in the
conference schedule for Providence,
among which four are away. The
Friars will have to learn to win, or at
the very least be more competitive
on the road in order to obtain a
manageable seeding in the Big East
Tournament.
The
Friars
travel
next
to
Washington, D.C. where they will
play Georgetown on Saturday, Feb. 5,
at 12:00 p.m. The Hoyas are currently
riding a five-game winning streak
after a slow start in the Big East.
That means any adjustments to the
road game that Coach Davis plans
to implement will have to be done
swiftly and effectively if Providence
is hoping for an upset on Saturday.
"We have a real good team," said
Hall. "We just need to put things
together and we could be a dangerous
team come the Big East tournament." It
remains for Friar fans to hope and trust
in the wise words of Ray Hall.
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Steelers and Packers to
Clash in the "Mane" Event
by Nick Aiken '12
Asst. Sports Editor

Super Bowl XLV
If you have any topics for debate, email PCI
-------------------------- cowlsports@gmail.com --------------------------

Packers or Steelers?
The ghosts of the past are calling:
Vince Lombardi, Jerry Kramer, Bart
Starr, Ray Nitschke, Jim Taylor. Only
one team can win the most important
game of the NFL season, and this year
it is going to be the Green Bay Packers.
Though the Packers are up against a
team that has earned two Super Bowl
rings in the past five years, they are the
team to beat in Super Bowl XLV.
Quarterback Aaron Rodgers is
leading the Pack into this game. He has
the most touchdowns (seven) in post
season games in NFL history. Rodgers
broke this record with only three post
season games under his belt. Along with
breaking that record, Rodgers was also
the first quarterback in NFL history to
throw a pair of 120-plus passer rating
games in both of his playoff starts.
Rodgers is surrounded by the fourthranked offense in the NFL, while Steelers
quarterback Ben Roethlisberger's offense
is ranked ninth. Though the Steelers
have a slight advantage with a defense
ranked number one in the NFL, the
Packers are not far behind with a thirdranked defense. The Packers' secondary
is a force to be reckoned with. Between
Tramon Williams nabbing picks left and
right, and Charles Woodson acting as
a menace to wideouts, Roethlisberger's
offense will have a hard time putting up
the points they will need to win.
True, the Steelers' defense is first
in the league. That slight advantage
could play a major role in the outcome
of the game, but the Packers are a
strong team, strong enough to beat the
Steelers and claim the title of the 2011
Super Bowl Champions.

The playoffs have ended. We have our
Super Bowl matchup; and while the self
hyped Jets and media-hyped Pats have
fallen short of the big game, the NFL is
going back to its roots with a matchup
featuring the Green Bay Packers and
the Pittsburgh Steelers, two of the most
storied franchises in NFL history.
When one examines the matchup, it
is hard not to pick the Packers. For one,
they are my dad's favorite team. Also, the
Super Bowl trophy is named in honor of
one of their coaches (Vince Lombardi),
and the team is led by Aaron Rodgers,
formerly known as Brett Favre's backup
and now considered to be amongst the
NFL elite. However, I cannot jump onto
the Packers bandwagon right now. The
Steelers are my pick for the Super Bowl.
Looking at their team, it is hard not to
pick them. Their 3-4 defense is still as
ferocious as ever under the tutelage
of Dick Lebeau. James Harrison is an
animal at linebacker, and Troy Polamalu
brings the best hair and the best allaround safety skills. And in the playoffs,
defenses will always prove supreme.
The offense is loaded with speedster
Mike Wallace on the outside and
former Super Bowl MVP Hines Ward
lined up on the other side. They have
Rashard Mendenhall at running back,
and the crew is led by three-time Super
Bowl winner Ben Roethlisberger. With
Coach Mike Tomlin at the helm, the
Steelers are bringing a lot of past Super
Bowl experience to this game, while
the Pack attack has not reached a Super
Bowl since their loss to Denver in 1998,
with Favre under center. All of this will
lead to another title for the blue-collar
city of Pittsburgh, a seventh in their
storied history.

- Bridget Stack '13

- Sean Bailey '14

In life, there are many ways in
which a person can make a statement,
and the way in which one wears his
hair is one of them. Italian model/
actor Fabio Lanzoni, reality television
personality Justin "Bobby" Brescia,
and singer/songwriter Michael Bolton
all boasted long, luscious locks at one
point during their careers.
These
three men used their hair to become
sex symbols of their respective
generations and grab the attention of
members of the opposite sex. Justin
had Audrina, Bolton had Nicolette,
and Fabio, well, I guess he had his "I
Can't Believe It's Not Butter."
This year's Super Bowl will
undoubtedly be the "mane" event in
February, as hairy-headed heroes Clay
Matthews of the Green Bay Packers
and Troy Polamalu of the Pittsburgh
Steelers lead their respective teams
against one another on the grid iron.
These men not only carry on the
tradition of their storied franchises,
but more importantly, they proudly
continue the "long hair legacy" that
began hundreds of thousands of years
ago with the Neanderthals. Similarly
to how this hairy species would
sprint through the woods on hunting
missions, Matthews and Polamalu fly
around the football field looking to
attack the ball carrier while their hair
flutters behind them.
Matthews and Polamalu are two
of the best defensive players in the

A Look Back
Super Bowl XLIV Saints 31, Colts 17
Super Bowl XLIII Steelers 27, Cards 23
Super Bowl XLII Giants 17, Pats 14
Super Bowl XLI Colts 29, Bears 17
Super Bowl XL Steelers 21, Seahawks 10
Super Bowl XXXIX Pats 24, Eagles 21
Super Bowl XXXVIII Pats 32, Panthers 29
Super Bowl XXXVII Bucs 48, Raiders 21
Super Bowl XXXVI Pats 20, Rams 17
Super Bowl XXXV Ravens 34, Giants 7

STEELERSTODAY.COM

Pittsburgh’s Troy Polamalu and his long
,flowing locks.

league. They are fierce, aggressive,
hard-hitting, fast, and relentless.
Based on their looks and how they
play, it is reasonable to question
whether they are half beast, but in
a good way, unlike the centaurs in
the Old Spice advertisements. It is
hard to think of anything scarier, or
hairier, than either one of these two
men running full-speed at you with
the intention of ripping your head
off your shoulders. Matthews and
Polamalu combine great hair with
unparalleled athleticism like no
two other players in the NFL, and
they make all long-haired American
males feel proud to show off their
feminine 'dos.

STAFF PICKS

The Waiting Is Over, the Real Game Awaits
by John Butler '11
Sports Editor

Super Bowl XLV
What is it about Aaron Rodgers?
It could be that he does not throw
picks, which is perhaps the greatest
distinguishing factor between him and
his predecessor. It could be his onagain, off-again mustache, which most
men would kill for. It could be his easy
going California attitude which by all
accounts makes him one of the NFL's
nicest players.
Whatever it is, Rodgers, the NFL's
all-time career leader in regular season
passer rating, is leading his Packers into
Super Bowl XLV this weekend against
the Pittsburgh Steelers. Rodgers' road to
glory is different from the roads travelled
by most other quarterbacks in the league
today. When he was drafted by the
Packers in 2005, it was understood that
the new kid from Cal was in Green Bay
to be the backup for Brett Favre. Rodgers
was Favre's heir apparent in Titletown,
but when the monarch is a lunatic, the
heir's future remains largely uncertain
until the monarch is out of town.
So, the waiting began. Rodgers,
however, took his three seasons
under Favre and turned them into an
opportunity for learning and study.

SHOPONLINE2011.COM

He became a student of the game and
undertook a program of quarterback
formation, which is largely foreign to the
game today. In very much the same way
that Young was formed under Montana,
Rodgers played the part of a sponge and
in those three years soaked up all that he
could from his soon-to-be predecessor
and the talented assembly of coaches
that Mike McCarthy had assembled in
Green Bay.
Rodgers' day finally came. Favre
announced his first retirement in 2008,
and the Packers took him seriously.
From that point forward, the Packers
committed themselves to Aaron Rodgers
as the leader of the next dynasty, despite

Favre wanting to return to Green Bay
for another season (or more). In a
telling performance to begin the 2008
season, Rodgers led Green Bay to a 2419 win over Minnesota with 178 yards
and a touchdown.
The
road
from
backup
to
quarterback, we can be sure, was
no rosy path. But Rodgers made
the journey, and is undoubtedly the
better for it. This year, his third as
as starter, Rodgers threw for 3,922
yards, 28 touchdowns, and only 11
interceptions. He added four rushing
TD's as well, which is evidence of his
ever-developing running game.
And this leader of one of the NFL's
high-power offenses (read: 48 points
against Atlanta in the Divisional
Round) now approaches the biggest
game of his life eager to show the
nation just what patience and hard
work can accomplish. The one variable
Rodgers lacks? Super Bowl experience.
And this is a bit vexing, considering
the two Super Bowl rings that Ben
Roethlisberger has under his belt.
Vexing, yes. But not crippling; for
the Marines have a saying whicli the
Packers would do well to remember,
if only for alliterative purposes:
Plenty of practice prevents poor
performance. Rodgers has put the
practice in, so it remains for us to
enjoy the performance.
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PC Topped in Road Losses
by Eagles, Catamounts
by Al Daniel 'll
Sports Staff

Women’s hockey
So much for redress and so much
for assembling the full depth chart.
After attaining their first pair of
consecutive victories in the new
year, the Women's Hockey Team
endured the loss of three bodies, two
games, and four points last weekend.
Defender Christie Jensen '12 was out
of commission for Friday's 3-1 setback
at Boston College, and was joined on
the sidelines by forward Emily Groth
'13 on Sunday while their teammates
submitted to host Vermont, 1-0.
If that weren't enough, stalwart
defender Amber Yung '11 went down
after one shift against the Catamounts,
leaving the Friars to press on with 10
forwards, four defenders, and one
two-way skater in Lauren Covell '12.
PC had only iced its maximum
limit of 18 skaters for five games
all season, beginning on Sunday,
Jan. 9, at Boston University. But the
plebeian Catamounts had no cause
for sympathy. They have merely 16
skaters on their active roster for the
season and only 14 were available for
Sunday's contest.

5-on-4 invitation. PC Co-Captain Alyse
Ruff 'll was cited for roughing with
3:32 remaining, and within 16 seconds,
Vermont's starting line collaborated to
set up Teddy Fortin's deciding strike.
"This loss is more disappointing
than others," admitted Head Coach
Bob Deraney. "And it's not because
we didn't score. It's because of the
way we lost.
"There was no way Vermont was
going to beat us 5-on-5. That's the
thing that bothered me the most. We
beat ourselves. I really believed we
were going to win if we could get it to
overtime, but we didn't."
The 1-0 upshot made for Douville's
first collegiate shutout and the first
time the Friars were kept scoreless
since Mercyhurst stopper Hillary
Pattenden stamped a 3-0 blanking at
Schneider Arena on Nov. 21, 2008. The
team goal-scoring streak spanned a
grand total of 85 games.
But now, the Providence offense is
suddenly nursing a drought that has
touched more than five full periods.
Since Ashley Cottrell '12 beat BC stopper
Molly Schaus last Friday, the Friars
have gone 112 minutes and 55 seconds
without a goal. And after averaging
3.26 tallies per game before the holiday
break, they scored a median of 1.77 over
their nine-game January slate.
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Genevieve Lacasse *12 tallied 32 saves against Boston College over the weekend and moved up to
second all-time on Providence’s career saves list behind Jana Bugden ’06.

For the better part of the bout
at Gutterson Fieldhouse, Vermont,
struggling to salvage its viability in
the Hockey East playoff race, did what
it has consistently done through yet
another underachieving campaign.
It leaned on the valiance of rookie
goaltender Roxanne Douville, who
engaged Genevieve Lacasse '12 in a
tense staring contest three weeks after
the two had teamed up to deliver an
MLP Cup title for Team Canada.
All but three Friars took at least one
stab at Douville for a team total of 34,
including six by Laura Veharanta '12
and four from Jean O'Neill '11. After
being outshot 12-8 through the opening
frame, they appeared to be carrying the
play for the next 30-plus minutes.
In the third period alone, PC was
leading the shooting gallery, 12-3,
when the penalty bug turned around to
bite them. Jess Cohen '13 was whistled
for bodychecking with 6:57 to spare in
regulation. The Catamounts mustered
two power-play shots to at least restore
a little rhythm in their strike force.
They only had to wait 85 seconds
after Cohen's jailbreak to accept another
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Granted, part of that is due to the
WHEA's comprehensive collection
of stingy goaltenders and the
annual tendency for games to grow
exponentially defensive as the post
season draws nearer. That said, the
Friars could stand to reheat a few
of their acetylene twigs for good
measure, as they hold on to home ice
for the Hockey East Tournament wild
card round and hold out hope for a
first-round bye.
"Every other phase of our game
has been really good," said Deraney.
"But we've got to find a way to score
goals. That's the one thing you can't
give to them as a coach. You can't
score goals for them. That's where
they're on their own."
The good news: The Friars will
curtain the regular season by playing
four of their five remaining games at
Schneider Arena, where they are an
affluent 9-2-1, as opposed to their 8-8-0
road transcript.
The final month begins this Sunday,
when they will shoot to overcome
second-place BC, which leads PC by
five points.

Got a Minute?
Alexis Smith T2 catches up with Amber Yung ’l l of the Women’s Hockey Team.

Must-See TV: Glee and Grey's Anatomy
Karaoke Song: "Just Lose it," Eminem
Mall Guilty Pleasure: The Bookstore
Dream Date: Patrick Dempsey
Late Night Snack: Dry Cereal
Surprising Skill: Scrapbooking
Must-See Entertainer: Brad Paisley
Food She Can't Stand: Mayonnaise

Defense Falters as Friars
Are Swept by No. 8/7 UNH
by Alexis Smith '12
Sports Staff

Men’s Hockey
It was a disappointing weekend for
the Men's Hockey Team as the Friars
fell twice to New Hampshire (15-5-4,
13-2-2). In Saturday's game, the Friars
lost 5-1 at the Whittemore Center in
Durham, N.H. UNH had a good night
as they scored four times in the second
period to lead them to a win.
"TTiis is a big stretch for us because in
a month the playoffs start," said Andy
Balysky '12. "And basically playoff
hockey is here as we battle to stay in a
playoff position with many other teams."
In the first period, UNH took the
lead on a power-play goal, which made
the score 1-0. The Wildcats tapped it in
from close range at 8:55.
"We weren't ever able to play with the
lead," said Friars Head Coach Tim Army.
"It didn't go as we would have liked."
All the Friars needed was about 59
more seconds in the second period
and they tied it up. Co-Captain Ian
O'Connor '11 took a pass down
the right wing and waited before
playing the puck to Co-Captain Kyle
MacKinnon '11, who shot a hard
wrister past the UNH goalie. The
second assist on the goal was credited
to Associate Captain Matt Germain
'11. This marked MacKinnon's careerhigh 13th goal of the season. This did
not faze the Wildcats, who went on to
score the next four goals to take a 5-1
lead after two periods. The Wildcats
capitalized on a 5-on-3 power play
at 7:35 to give their team the lead for
good. They scored three more goals in
a span of only 6:31 which completed
the second period.
In the end, Providence outshot New
Hampshire 38-31 as the UNH goalie
saved 37 shots. Providence's goalie, Alex
Beaudry '12, had 26 saves on the night.
"Now we will go with one guy for
most of the work," said Coach Army
regarding the goaltender situation for
the remainder of the season.
During the Friday game, the Friars
had a little more luck in terms of scoring.
They were defeated again by New
Hampshire 5-2 at Schneider Arena.
Andy Balysky '12 and Derek Army '14
were the two Friar scorers for the night.
"It was great because it came at a
key point in the game," said Balysky of
his goal. "The shift before my line and I
were out there for a goal against and it
was a great way to respond and tie up
the game just a few minutes after they
went ahead."
The first period was scoreless
for both Providence and UNH.
Everything turned around in the
second period when there was a
combined six goals. The Wildcats
took a 4-2 lead into the third. The first
score occurred following a Friar power
play in which a UNH player played a
long pass to Thompson who skated in
on a breakaway before lifting a wrist
shot past PC goalie Justin Gates '12
at 4:02. At 2:57, the Friars responded
when Balysky netted his fourth goal of
the season. Chris Rooney '13 forced a
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Ian O’Connor ’11 earned an assist off of Kyle
MacKinnon’s *11 goal against UNH on Saturday,

turnover in the UNH end and Balysky
was the beneficiary as he rifled a shot
from the slot past the UNH goalie to
even the score at 1-1.
Then, 41 seconds later, the Wildcats
took the lead. Another Wildcat scored at
11:19 and then another goal at 18:22 to
increase UNH's lead to 4-1. Then, with
18 seconds remaining in the period, the
Friars cut the lead to 4-2 on a goal by
Derek Army. The assist came from Matt
Bergland '12 when he made a mad rush
down the left wing and slid the puck to
Army whose shot from the slot found
the back of the net. It marked Army's
fifth goal of the season.
"A couple times we just drew the short
end of the stick," said Derek Army. "I still
feel confident that we are a good team
and we are going to get these wins."
The third period proved to be
good for the Friars as they outshot the
Wildcats 13-7, but were unable to get as
many past the UNH goalie. UNH was
able to get an empty-net goal to seal the
win at the end of the game. PC finished
with a 37-27 advantage in shots as the
UNH goalie had 35 saves and Gates had
a total of 22 stops for the Friars.
"Our captains won't allow us to have
an unsuccessful year, and they will keep
pushing us. They want to win more
than anyone else," said Derek Army. "I
can almost guarantee that we won't be
losing much of the upcoming games."
"We want to end in the playoffs,"
says Coach Army about their goal for
this season.
The Friars will be back on the ice
on Friday, Feb. 4, at 7:00 p.m. when
they play the first of two games at the
University of Vermont in Burlington, Vt.

The Matches You Should
Have Watched, but
Probably Missed
by Nahuel Fanjul-Arguijo '11
Associate Editor-in-Chief

Australian Open
The men's singles tournament in
the Australian Open wrapped up on
Sunday, Jan. 30, with a killer performance
from Novak Djokovic (SRB). Despite
the lackluster performance from Andy
Murray (GBR), the Australian Open
finished as strong as the rest of the tourney.
I don't want to praise Djokovic for
the rest of this piece, but I think the
man deserves to stop being hated. If
you just look back to the quarterfinals,
we saw complete domination with his
swift movements, powerful serves,
and a focus that is not uncommon with
Novak. Also in the quarterfinals, we
got to see the number one player in the
world, Rafael Nadal (ESP), get taken
down by fellow countryman David
Ferrer. He doesn't want to blame the loss
on an injury, but we all know that Nadal
is the best in the world and we saw a
rare loss for this young player. From the
first set we saw a struggling Nadal lose
point by point, and finally get finished
in three sets. Although we saw a very
distressed Rafa after this match, he is a
world champion and will recover from
this in no time. I'm expecting a stronger
Nadal in his next matches.
Andy Murray was the only winner
in the quarterfinals to lose a set, which
he did against Alexandr Dolgopolov
(UKR), but there was no problem since
he wouldn't have to face Djokovic or
Roger Federer (SUI) in the semis. During
these semifinals, we saw another great
performance from Djokovic, taking out
the number two player in the world.
Federer took a hard loss, giving the first
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three sets to Novak, only really testing
the Serbian in the first set, which went
to a tiebreaker. A great match between
the greatest in the world. What could
be better? Some thought the final
between Murray and Djokovic could
show some real promise, but of
course, Djokovic used his precise and
powerful shots to take him out quick.
Despite the fact that this match was
at 3:30 a.m., everyone should have
seen how a real champion performs.
A tough match was expected, but
domination was seen. Novak was
able to surpass Murray after many
long volleys, which are known to
hurt Djokovic in the past, and was
able to win the match in three quick
sets. During the first set Murray had
Novak's back against the wall, taking
point after point, showing some
strong serves, but again, the Serbian
was able to put aside some errors
and win the last two sets with pure
technique and focus.
Tennis does not get much television
time in the United States and is
rarely seen as a mainstream sport,
but the dedication these athletes
have is shown in every match. The
Australian Open had many amazing
matches, and not just in the men's
singles tournament. People are really
missing out by not following such
an incredible sport. Do me a favor:
take some time to watch tennis. First
start with some high profile matches,
like Federer or Nadal, and then start
watching unranked players. Even
with the unknown players you will
find an entertaining match with
nothing but back and forth action.
Trust me. And that was not a pun on
tennis, I truly believe that tennis is the
greatest-unappreciated sport.

THE

DOPE

SHEET

by John Butler'll
Sports Editor

Sports Digest
Ledo-ing Us On. When The Dope
Sheet reported last week that thenfuture Friar Rickey Ledo had been on
the move as of late, no one had any
idea just how mobile the high school
junior intended to be. Ledo announced
on his Twitter Monday: "I'm no longer
a providence friar I decided to open my
recuitment back up and view my other
options." A way with words, that boy
has. Ledo's announcement, along with
Sunday's loss to Seton Hall sent shock
waves through Friartown and renewed
talk among the fans about Keno Davis'
worthiness as a coach. And such is
another typical week in Providence
sports if there ever was one.
Friars Send Pats Packing. The Friars
will invade Gillette Stadium in April
as part of the New England Lacrosse
Classic. Providence and Syracuse
will square off for a game at the New
England Patriots' home stadium on
Saturday, Apr. 16, at 4:00 p.m.
A Tip of the Cap. A tip of the cap goes
out to the hard-working fellows in the
Physical Plant Department who have
kept our campus safe, maneuverable,
and manageable during this good old
New England winter we are having.
Seniors and Sophomores Shine.
It was great to see a good showing by
the seniors of the Swim & Dive Team
in the Friars' Senior Meet against Holy
Cross over the weekend. The men and
the women both picked up big wins.
The Providence divers also continued
dominating the competition, which
has been a familiar tune for them all

season. What's even more impressive
is that the divers are led by three
sophomores—Allie Black '13, Amy
Fracker '13, and Ben Kardian '13—
whose prowess will only be refined
and improved in their remaining two
years at Providence.
Listen for the Crack of the Bat.
Pitchers and catchers may report to
spring training for the Red Sox and the
Yankees in a mere 11 days, but there is
plenty of reason to get excited about
the start of the spring season closer
to home. The Softball Team kicks off
the season on Friday, Feb. 18, in the
Florida International Tournament
with a doubleheader against Illinois
and Pittsburgh.
Elite Eight. Eight members of
the Volleyball Team were named
to the America East Honor Roll on
Wednesday. The Friars' Shelagh Dolan
'12, Lauren Fletcher '12, Kourtney
Halliday '11, Lauren Hendel '12,
Emily Morris '11, Carly Morrison '12,
Cassie Muzzonigro '13, and Sondra
Snyder '11 were all honored.
This Week's On-Campus Game to
Catch. Tilings did not go as planned
for the Women's Hockey Team last
week against Boston College. The
Friars get another crack at the Eagles
this weekend at home on Sunday,
Feb. 6, at 2:00 p.m. BC is currently in
second place in the Hockey East.
This Week's Off-Campus Game
to Read About The Men's Basketball
Team has a noon date on Saturday at
Georgetown, which will surely be a
competitive game. Providence has taken
some lumps on die road this season,
but the Hoyas have had their fair share
of problems, also. Expect fliis Big East
showdown to go down to die wire.

Providence Drops Two Games to Big East Elites
by Dan McNamara '13
Sports Staff

Women’s Basketball
After two road games in the Big
East, the Friars headed home this past
Saturday to play host to the St. John's
Red Storm. Coming into the game, the
Friars knew they were going to face
their best opponents thus far in the
season and were hoping for a strong
effort on both ends of the court. The
Johnnies came into Friartown with a
14-6 overall record and a 3-4 record
in the league. They got off to a very
hot start and were ranked in the top
20 every week up until this past week
when they dropped out after a loss to
Notre Dame.
Out of the gates, the Friars held their
own early despite poor shooting as a
whole. At times, it seemed as if they
could not find any continuity on the
offensive end; they were struggling to
get the looks they wanted and so were
taking the shots St. John's wanted them
to take. At the break, the Friars were
in great position as they trailed 28-24
despite St. John's 42.9 percent shooting
compared to the Friars' 28.1 percent.
As they have done all year, Lola
Wells '12 and Miranda Tate '12 seemed
to be the two catalysts for this team
as they matched up well against the
athleticism of St. John's.
"Hand down man down," is a
quote used often by NBA analyst Marc
Jackson. Symone Roberts '13 took that to
heart as she was able to hit from behind
the arc to pull the Friars within one
point shortly into the second half.
St. John's then went on a 16-4 run to
open up a 44-31 lead with a little under
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Symone Roberts ’13 had eight points and five rebounds for Providence In the Friars’ loss to West
Virginia on Tuesday in Morgantown, W. Va.

12 minutes remaining in the contest.
The Friars never got closer than seven
the rest of the way as they fell by a
final score of 69-53.
De'Shena Stevens led the Red
Storm throughout as she posted 22
points. Tate added 13 points for the
Friars to go along with Mi-Khida
Hankins '11 who recorded 11 points
and five boards.
Coach Seymore said before the
game that they needed to be able to
score efficiently to beat this team and
they were unable to do so as they
went 19-56 from the field.
The Friars headed to Morgantown,
West Virginia for their next Big East

contest as they looked to upend the No.
14 team in the country. The Mountaineers
were coming off two losses to ranked Big
East teams in DePaul and Georgetown
that dropped them out of the top 10 for
the first time all season.
In a hostile environment, the
Friars got off to a slow start as the
Mountaineers built a 10-0 lead. The
Friars responded largely with Wells'
play. She got her night going with an
assist on a three ball from Roberts and
then was rewarded minutes later when
she hit a three ball of her own off of an
assist by Roberts. She was not done,
though, as she added another three to
cut the deficit to 13-11.

The Mountaineers scored a few
more buckets to stretch their lead, but
with five minutes remaining in the half,
Tate connected from behind the arc to
cut the lead to 22-19. At the break, the
Friars trailed 31-22.
Both sides traded baskets for
most of the second half between cold
offensive streaks. With the Friars down
51-40, Chandler McCabe '12 grabbed a
huge board off a West Virginia miss
and came down and hit a three to put
the Friars within eight. West Virginia
was held without a field goal in the last
10:14 of the game but the Friars were
unable to hold on to possession and
were forced to foul late.
After 10 points from the charity
stripe, the Friars were put out of reach
and fell by a final score of 59-45. The
score does not indicate how both teams
played, though. This game modeled a
typical, hard fought, scrappy Big East
brawl that would result in a tough loss
for one side. On this night, it was the
Friars who suffered the loss. The Friars
were led by Hankins who scored 11
points and had five rebounds for the
second straight game.
Alicia Cropper '14 is getting great
Big East experience early on in her
collegiate career as she saw 26 minutes
off the bench and added nine points,
two rebounds and four assists. The
Friars were hot from behind the arc
in this one as they hit 6-12 from three
point land and shot 31.4 percent overall
from the field.
With the win, the Mountaineers
extended their school record of
consecutive home wins to 31 .The Friars
hope to get back on track as they head to
New Jersey next to face a Seton Hall team
that is winless thus far in the Big East.

Sports
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Big East Qualifying Contingency Grows
Thirteen More Friars Qualify for the Big East Championship at the Terrier Invitational
by Sean Bailey '14
Sports Staff

Indoor
The Men's and Women's Indoor
Track Teams continued their season,
this time traveling north to Boston
University, the site of the Terrier
Invitational. This meet featured 13
other teams from the New England
area, including Boston College, URI,
Sacred Heart, and Boston University.
This meet was a big showcase for
the Friars as they were able to land
13 more qualifications for the Big
East Championship at the two-day
exhibition event.
The women's team had an impressive
showing, displaying their normal
mastery over the long distance running
events. Leading the Friars was Shelby
Greany '12, who finished second in the
5,000-meter race with a 16:10.86 finish.
And while she took second in the race,
hers was also the second fastest time in
the 5,000-meter race all year, (trailing
only Corey Conner from die University
of Mainw. Also for the women's team,
Mary Kate Champagne '12 ran to a
17:02.11 finish, which was good enough
for 13th place in the race and a spot in
the Big East Championships.
The Friars also did well in the
3,000-meter race, as Hannah Davidson
'12 placed fifth with a time of 9:21.93.
This time is the 11 th-best nationally,
but only fifth-best at the star-studded
Terrier Invitational. Charlotte Ffrench
O'Carroll '12 also had a good showing,
finishing in ninth place with a time of
9:41.11. Another big performer for the

women's team was Christina Lavigne
'13, who nabbed fifth in the triple
jump with a jump of 11.72 meters, and
finished 12th in the long jump with a
jump of 4.93 meters.
The men made a lot of noise in
their portion of the invitational,
with a multitude of runners making
their mark on the BU track. Julian
Matthews '12 was one of the
winners, easily capturing first in
the 1,000-meter race with a time of
2:25.41. Francis Hernandez '14 also
had a good showing, nabbing third
in the 1,000-meter race with a time
of 2:27.32.
In the mile, Dominic Channon '12
finished second with a time of 4:06.56,
a full two seconds better than at the
GBTC. Alex Wallace '14 notched 11th
in the mile, which was also good
enough for him to qualify for the Big
East Championships as a freshman.
Corey Brunelle '12 also qualified for
the Big East Championships, finishing
16th in the race with a time of 4:11.59.
David McCarthy '11 had his normal
top five finish, this time collecting
third in the 3,000-meter race with a
time of 7:53.33. This time also is the
fifth best time nationally, and it earned
him a trip to the NCAAs, a very
prestigious honor. Brian Stannard
'11 grabbed 20th in the 400-meter
race, which qualifies him for the Big
East Championship as well. Tom
Manglaviti '11 also qualified for the
Big East Championships, clocking a
time of 22.60 in the 200-meter race.
The season continues this weekend
as the Friars travel to Yale for the
Giegengack Invitational.
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Providence’s Julian Matthews *12 turned in a great performance in the 1,000-meter race at the Terrier
Invitational over the weekend. He took first place with a time of 2:25.41.

Swimmers Top Holy Cross in Senior Meet
by Joe Dalli '14
Sports Staff

Swim & Dive
The crowd that packed Taylor
Natatorium to see the Men's and
Women's Swimming and Diving Team
swim their last home meet of the 201011 season was not disappointed, as
both squads put on an outstanding
performance against the Crusaders of
Holy Cross. Winning 195-104 and 192107 respectively, the men and women,
and especially the seniors, made the
most of their final home swim meet.
Captains Courtney Larcom '11 and
Alexis Fatigati '11 left nothing on the
table as both swimmers swam their
best meets of the season. Larcom
paced all women in the 800-meter
freestyle with a time of 9:41.56
and earned a win in the 400-meter
freestyle. Finishing 35 hundredths
of a second behind Larcom in the
400-meter was Fatigati, who also
succeeded in overtaking Holy Cross'
Kristen Desrosiers in the 200-meter
freestyle in what proved to be one of
the most thrilling swims of the night.
The women's team ended up winning
13 of the 16 events, their most outstanding
performance of the season by far. This
was the Friars' first win of the season.
The men's team had similar success,
winning 12 out of their 16 events, and
was well represented by a core group
of underclassmen. Eric Burtchell '13
posted three individual victories in the
800,400, and 200-meter freestyles. As if
three wins were not enough, Burtchell
also anchored the winning 400-meter
freestyle relay team.

Friars Get
Third Big
East Win
by Nick Aiken '12 &
John Butler '11
Sports Staff

Men’s Basketball
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Alexis Fatigati ’11 had an impressive Senior Meet last week against Holy Cross. Her win in the
200-meter freestyle led the women’s team to their first victory of the season.

The 200-meter butterfly, a strong
point for the Friars this season, was
won by Chris Morales '13, who posted
a time of 2:15.98, just 1.02 seconds off
the team record for the season.
The
Diving Team continued
its dominance, as the Friars have
consistently performed well all
season. Allie Black '13 and Arnie
Fracker '13 finished one-two in the
1-meter diving event.
The men were equally successful:
Ben Kardian '13 won both heats, in

his second heat, he posted a 277.57, the
highest diving score of any Friar this
season. Kardian's senior teammates,
James Cebulski '11
and Jordan
Emerick '11, finished second and third,
respectively.
Both the men and women are back in
action this Friday, Feb. 4, as they travel
to Syracuse to take on the Orange. With
the Big East Championship just weeks
away, this will certainly prove to be
an excellent test for the swimmers and
divers of Providence College.

Last night, the Men's Basketball
Team took on Big East counterpart
South Florida in what turned out to be
a classic conference dual between two
fairly evenly matched squads. "We
knew it was going to be a grind-out
game," said Vincent Council '13, who
finished the game with 12 points and
five assists. And it was a grind-out
game indeed, as it came down to the
wire, and would not have been won
without the clutch foul shooting by
a pair of freshman: Kadeem Batts '14
and Bryce Cotton '14.
The USF Bulls jumped out to an
early four point lead thanks to a
combination of good shooting and
very sloppy play by the Friars. "We
came out sluggish," said Council. In
the first several minutes, the Friars
had a multitude of missed turnovers
and poor defensive play. But finally,
around the 11 minute mark, Marshon
Brooks '11 helped turn things around
for his team as he hit a pair of free
throws to pull the Friars within three.
And soon thereafter, Duke Mondy '13
nailed a jumper to give PC their first
lead of the game. Brooks followed up
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